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The City sprawls, built over the course of centuries. Now it is an independent city state, ruled by a Baron, 

casually at war with a neighbor. In this Baroque and Dickensian urban sprawl, the chasm between the rich 

and the poor is vast. Life is cheap, the wealthy are bored and greedy, and corruption is prevalent. 

 

The other notable spectrum is religious. The Hammerite Order is powerful; a conservative, bearded 

patriarchy worshiping the Master Builder, ruled by the Architect and his Masons. This conservative, rigid, 

merciless church is harsh to those who follow its tenants, and cruel to those who trespass against them. 

They use hammers to combat foes, and also build with hammers to combat chaos. The Builder gives them 

what they need to do for themselves, with a very Protestant Puritan work ethic. The Builder gives them 

trials to purify them. Their speech is cadenced with King James Bible conventions. Mercy is a flaw, for a 

lapse in vigilance can destroy everything they’ve built. For most of them, life is spare, rough, dark, 

lonely, and strict. For those at the top, the temptation of riches can be too much to bear. The beauty they 

cherish is workmanship, worship, and a life tested but pure. 

 

In the shadows of the city’s stonework, and beyond the walls in the overflowing darkness of the forest, 

the pagan gods lurk. Before the Hammers and civilization, there was another religion here; a religion with 

much more tangible, local gods. They have the gifts of elemental magic, the favor of the dark things in the 

woods, and a burning hate of the order that imposes itself by crushing the lush chaos of nature. Those 

who give themselves to this alien worship usually find the price higher than they expected, when it is too 

late to back out. Still, it’s easy rebellion, beckoning the jaded and wealthy as well as those so poor they 

think they have nothing left to lose. Only when they leave civilization’s laws do they realize that the 

alternative is joining the food chain. Their speech has the silliness over cruelty typifying the heartless 

games of children. They cherish the beauty of energy, wild uncontained life, and crumbling constraints 

built to pen up or break the natural order. 

 

Behind those shadows, below the religious disputes and secular power struggles, the Keepers watch. No 

one knows of this secretive order. They have mystical powers of stealth. Their focus is on the Balance, 

keeping supernatural and mortal powers arranged to check each other so no one gains too much influence. 

They revere glyphs, a semi-sentient writing system that is bound up in magic, in prophecy, and in fate. 

Selfless to the point of being alien, the Keepers cling to their role because they give up all other identity. 

They recopy books through centuries, marking the signs of the times and feeling a strange helpless 

desperation as they are paralyzed by indecision; when and how can they act to affect the Balance without 

being drawn into its struggles? 

 

This game is ideal for picaresque and Gothic fantasy, with a dash of anachronistic elemental/gearwork 

tech like street lights and steam-powered robots. No gunpowder, but otherwise somewhere in the 

transition between medieval and renaissance. This setting is twisted for anti-heroes, who appear heroic in 

that they oppose forces worse than themselves. Now, you are invited to join in the fun. 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/deed.en_US
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/deed.en_US
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/deed.en_US
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What You Need to Start 
 Players. A GM and at least 2 players for best results (though solo play is possible.) 

 Dice. Everyone needs at least 2-4 d10, one of which looks different. 

 The Bowl. Where everyone can reach it. 

 Awesome Points. These can be poker chips, d6s, or other tokens. At least 15 per player. 

 Templates. Have a copy of all available templates (if starting fresh) or all players should have a 

template for their existing characters. 

 Character Sheets. Everyone gets one. Maybe have some extras on hand. 

 

Optional Equipment 
 Quick Reference. Everyone should be able to refer to the order of combat and basic rules.  

 Dry Erase Board (and marker and eraser). It’s a quick and simple way to sketch out arenas 

and keep track of where people and objects are, as well as tracking where characters are in the 

combat round and other details the DM may wish to note. 

 

Intended Play Style 
Fictive Hack is designed to be low-prep, improvisational, reactive, cinematic, and fast-paced. Character 

advancement is based on the kind of game the players and DM want, and how they reward each other for 

playing in that style. (The game can be silly and over-the-top, or focused on tactics, or serious with 

emphasis on character development, etc.) Decide what is awesome, and that decision drives the game. A 

few interlocked systems (Awesome Point economy, weapons and arenas, armor, inherent abilities and 

talents) express a wide variety of action. 

 

Why Play This Game? 
 The Awesome Point economy (points awarded from the DM and also shared among players) 

encourages camaraderie and fun, and substitutes for many complex mini-systems by charging 

Awesome Points to adjust outcomes. 

 A simple codification of weapon types combines with the concept of an “arena” as an area in a fight 

to create simple tactical variety that encourages movement and swashbuckling. 

 Skills, feats, magic, and special abilities all combine under the “talent” umbrella to create a consistent 

but flexible system, tightly integrated with the Awesome Point economy. 

 This game is built on a permissive, bonus-over-balance, easily improvised mindset. It is fun. 

 Preparation can be very fast, even improvisational. A few flexible rule sets accommodate a wide 

variety of cinematic and exciting action scenes and social interactions. Allies, foes, and monsters can 

be swiftly developed and dropped into play. 

 Characters can access abilities they have not earned, within limits, and “multi-classing” or taking 

abilities from other areas is easy. Characters advance quickly and are extremely customizable. The 

Basic game can take characters to 12
th
 level or further. Character advancement is tied into the 

Awesome Point economy, and players choose the speed of their advancement. 

 

1d5 
Sometimes the rules call for “1d5.” To get that result, roll 1d10 and divide by 2, rounding up.  

 1: 1-2.    2: 3-4.    3: 5-6.    4: 7-8.    5: 9-10. 
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Suggestions for Play 
 

The “Thief” games are single-player, best suited for stealth. Most role playing games involve groups. 

Here are some ideas for how to do a game in the “Thief” world with a group. 

 

 Noble Politics. Characters are nobles, or serve nobles. As they work for their patron’s best interests 

they are pulled into a murky world where family allegiances tie back into supernatural allegiance. 
 

 Fight the Faction. A radical subgroup rises and threatens the balance. Suppress it before its master 

plan is implemented, likely with widespread death and chaos (no matter which faction.) Nobles might 

plan a bloody coup followed by military rule, pagans may plan to moss-bomb the city, hammers 

might be gaining steam for an inquisition, keepers may be trying to get at dangerous lore hidden long 

ago for good reason, etc. 
 

 Strange Balance. A keeper PC is on the edge of going rogue, trying to gather a group that can 

actively work at the balance more forcefully than the nudges and breaths the keepers exert on the 

scales. Whether this is a good idea or not, desperate times and wild imbalance call for new 

approaches. So much the better of this “task force” can bring balance when representing various 

opposed factions. 
 

 Detectives. Characters are with the town guard, solving a string of crimes that point towards 

something bigger (covered up by powerful forces) that could be a real problem. They must befriend 

and/or cross various factions to get at the truth of what is going on. 
 

 Crime Pays. Working with guilds and fences and corrupt guards, a band of criminals scrapes out a 

living in the city—until they brush against something big enough that those behind it want them dead. 

Or, until they are hired on by a shadowy figure who gives them juicy scores. Then they begin to see a 

pattern behind the work. Or, they are sent to assassinate someone who manages to plead with them, 

and has a weird story to tell about why people want him shut up. 

 

 

 You can jump ahead in time a century: the glyphs have resurfaced. Garrett’s apprentice has founded 

the Keepers anew. Without them, the alien pressures on the Balance are too much for it to bear. 

 You can jump back in time a century or so, long before Garrett was born. This three-part conflict 

didn’t start with him. Make the Hammers even more inflexible, and the Pagans more drunk with 

power. Take away the lamps and electricity. Add grit. 

 You can jump geographically. The events in the city are mostly centralized in the city, and there are 

other sensitive points in the Balance that are still in question. Make your own setting. 

 My recommendation: Put “inspired by” on your game, take your favorite parts, and do what you 

want. Who cares about continuity in the game? Make your own continuity, and stay faithful to that. 

 

 
Give 3 starting Awesome Points for taking an adventuring motive, and 6 for taking a dark secret. Give 

more for character sketches, back story, bringing snacks, or whatever effort went into preparing. During 

play, any time the DM would normally put points in the Bowl, the DM gives points to the player. This is 

not as fun as having a group giving each other Awesome Points, but it allows for solo missions. 
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Character Generation 
 
1. Choose a Template. Choose, or randomize with 2d10 and the table of contents. You get the inherent 

ability on the template for your character. The limitation can help you role-play the character, but 

doesn’t have any penalties. 
 

2. Roll Attributes. Roll 1d10 a total of 6 times and note the results on 

scratch paper. Then assign one of the numbers to each of the 6 attributes. 

 Record the Attribute, not the Roll. 

 A character gets +1 to an attribute every level. 

 Positive attributes give the character advantages. 

 Awareness. Each +1 is a proficiency in 1 extra language, 

musical instrument, or art. (Negative has no effect.) 

 Possible languages: Woodsie, Forgetongue, 

Thiefsign, Glyphic, Arcanic. 

 Brawn. Each +1 is 1 load the character can carry without 

penalty. Any bonus allows swimming. 

 Charm, Cunning, Daring. Add the total together for these three. Any positive number 

can be used to get backgrounds (page 7). 

 Commitment. Any bonus allows an optional code of honor (page 6). 
 

ATTRIBUTE Description Extra Usefulness 

Awareness Alertness, perception, insight Notice things. Starting languages. 

Brawn Size, physical intimidation Carry heavy objects, wear armor. 

Charm Social aptitude, ability to inspire, persuasion Persuasion, likeability, leadership. 

Commitment Devotion, intensity, resisting magic & suggestion Strength of will. 

Cunning Trickery, sneakiness, lying, stealth, theft Stealth, deception. 

Daring Courage, reflexes, managing risk Reflexive dodging. 
 

2. Choose a starting talent. You get one of the talents listed on your starting template at first level. You 

can get a new talent each time you gain a level. 

 Vulnerable. Your starting character only has 1 Wound. You can raise this as you level. 

 Talent From the Past. Characters can start with one talent and fight as toughs (2d10 base to 

hit, gaining arena advantage from weapons), or one talent and an occupational talent (page 

41) and fight like minions (1d10 to hit but can gang up, no arena advantage from weapons). 

Those choosing to take an occupational talent and fight like minions gain this talent: 

o Trained [Profession]. Constant. Fight as a minion and have the [profession] 

occupational talent. 

 The talent can be upgraded to drop “Fight as a minion.” 
 

3. Motive for adventuring. You can make one up, choose one from the list, or randomize on the list 

(page 8). The motive is to give you ideas for playing the character, and to give your character a reason 

to adventure. The DM may randomize or assign one to the group also. 
 

4. Assign benefits. Where your attributes give you extra advantages, choose what you want. Languages, 

musical skill, arts, backgrounds, and code of conduct should be selected if available. 
 

5. Equipment. The template has one or more signature items and randomized starting money. Then 

pick weapon, armor, and backpack (page 13).  
 

6. Details. Choose a name, a concept, an age, etc. Customize the character’s appearance. 

Attribute Chart 

Roll Attribute 

1 -2 

2 -1 

3-5 0 

6 +1 

7 +2 

8 +3 

9 +4 

10 +5 
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Belief Systems and Codes of Honor 
 

Every point of Commitment can be used towards taking a belief system or a code of honor. These can be 

taken at generation or added during play for free—they carry their own cost. 

 

Each point in a belief system or code of honor adds another +1 to a Commitment roll when resisting 

temptations or violations of that belief system or code of honor.  
 

Players should suggest that they get the bonus any time it occurs to them and seems appropriate, 

understanding that the DM is the final interpreter of when the bonus applies and when it does not.  

 

Beliefs and honor only provide this extra boost if they require structure and sacrifice. While they can be 

general, as described below, it can be entertaining to find or write up specific codes to follow. 

 

Violating the Belief System or Code of Honor  

 

Sometimes characters will fail to live up to the strictures of their beliefs, they will be dishonored. When 

this happens, they get no bonus to Commitment tests of any kind. The only way to restore the bonus is to 

atone, to sacrifice, to somehow symbolically restore the broken relationship. The player and DM can 

work together on what that looks like for the character’s situation.  

 

Sample Belief Systems and Codes of Honor  

 

 Balance. Maintaining the Balance is the highest call. It is beyond personal fortunes, satisfaction, even 

life and death. The fate of the world is in the Balance, and maintaining the Balance needs your all. 

 

 Chivalry. The character believes the strong should protect the weak, that people should be treated 

with dignity (even foes), and that honor defines a person to the point where without it, wealth and 

victory and fame are hollow. Politeness symbolizes respect—give it, expect it from those with honor.  

 

 Duty. The character has sworn to uphold a duty. This duty is taxing, and requires sacrifice, but it 

grants meaning and pride in exchange.  

 

 Family Honor. The character values the honor of the family, and is horrified at the idea of tarnishing 

the family with personal misbehavior. The family’s integrity and renown gives the character strength, 

through attachment to it.  

 

 Hammer Faith. The Master Builder calls to you to bring order and civilization to chaos and 

wilderness, both in the world and in the soul. Stamp out threats. Obey the Architect. Rebuke doubt. 

 

 Idealist. The character has a vision for what the future should be. No inducement is more valuable 

than this dream of the future, of what should be—and could be. The character is willing to sacrifice 

now to draw the world closer to this dream of someday.  

 

 Pagan Faith. The wilderness teaches the nature of life; unbridled feeling, intense life in the moment, 

growth, beauty, sudden death. Civilization corrupts and pollutes, twisting the wilderness with pain 

until it lashes out to protect itself. Nurture the chaos of what-is, reject the order of must-become. 
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Backgrounds 
 

At generation, add together Charm, Cunning, and Daring. If you have a positive number, those are your 

Background points. You can spend them to get advantages from the beginning. The DM can limit or 

expand these lists. You can take some of these more than once; like Celebrity 1 for several famous 

people, or “Contacts” for different spheres of influence. 

 

Career Celebrity 

0. Unemployed or dead end job. 

1. Access to authority or power, respectable. 

2. In an authority position. 

 Watch Lieutenant, underworld gang leader, 

pagan clan leadership, Hammer priest. 

0. Unknown. 

1. Related to, or good friends with, a celebrity. 

2. Locally known in your circle of influence. 

3. Famous in the city. 

Family Possessions 

0. Maybe some extended family elsewhere, 

basically alone.  

1. Strong love in a nuclear family.  

2. Wealthy relatives, good relationships.  

3. Very influential relatives, good relationships.  

0. No unusual possessions. 

1. Familiar with buyers and sellers of 

supernatural objects, start with 1 for free. 

2. Known in the market, start with 2 for free, can 

find or fence things others can’t. 

Contacts 
Randomize or choose factions from the conflict generator. 

Wealth 

How much can you spend on short notice? 

0. No connections. 

1. Contacts in 1 neighborhood. 

2. Factional contacts citywide. 

3. Personally know the movers and shakers. 

Contacts can be raised upon leveling instead of 

taking an Attribute Point. 

0. Only income from employment. 

1. Some extra, can live frugally. 3d10 gold. 

2. Can live well, spend 3d10x10 gold. 

3. Property owner, can spend 3d10x100 gold. 

4. Independently wealthy. Own a mansion. 

3d10x1,000 gold is available. 

 

Contacts Details 

Contacts may be able to provide henchmen, equipment, transportation, shelter, and an introduction to 

meet someone shy or connected. To use the Contacts, the player rolls 1d10 +1 per Contacts rating.  

 The player can add 25 gold to get +1 on the roll, before rolling, using some money to sweeten the 

deal for the existing relationship.  

 After rolling, the character can insist and lean on relationships, weakening them; each 1 Contacts 

rating sacrificed after rolling adds +2 to the roll.  

 

Here are the basic difficulties to get help from Contacts, based on what the character wants. (The DM can 

feed the bowl to increase the difficulty based on other circumstances.) Failure can mean inability to get in 

touch, or inability to get cooperation, interpreted by the DM.  

 

 3. No risk. Common knowledge. Basic equipment and transportation. Overnight shelter for a small group.  

 6. Moderate risk. Protected information. Could get someone’s life ruined. Specialty equipment. Transportation 

through secured areas. Longer term or better accommodations. Harboring a person of interest.  

 9. Risky. Costly information that could get someone killed. Rare equipment. Smuggling through high security 

(prison break.) Harboring a fugitive.  

 12. Dangerous. Sharing this information will cause the contact to lose power and face danger.  

 15. Too hot. Even talking to the character is life-threatening.  

Add +3 difficulty each time after the first that Contacts are used within an adventure or a week.  
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Adventuring Motives 
 

Here are 10 adventuring motives for each faction. You can generate them individually, and then generate 

one for the group. In a mixed group, go with the dominant faction or make up your own. These can be 

rolled, chosen, or used for inspiration—the main thing is to give the characters a reason to go adventuring. 

 

Hammers 

1. Your father fell in the Sealed Section of the Old Quarter, fighting. You’d like to have his hammer. 

2. When you were a novice, they watched you for signs of your crazy uncle’s heresy. Prove your faith. 

3. Your sister became a pagan. Win her heart and mind back to the faith of the Builder. 

4. Your mentor saw what was in the secret chambers of Southchurch, then disappeared. What’s there? 

5. Strange dreams of Cragscleft Prison haunt you. Something was forged there, it calls to you. 

6. Looters search the Sealed Section for the Lost Library, and its heretical texts. Find it first, burn it. 

7. The Architect has a future in mind for you, and if you prove yourself, he will elevate you. 

8. Your family once maintained a chapel near Stonemarket. Use wealth and influence to revitalize it. 

9. A noble seduced and shamed you as a young teen, your family gave you to Hammers. Get revenge. 

10. A senior Mason is having a dalliance with a pagan. Prove it, cleanse the Hierarchy of that filth. 

 

Mechanists (Shamed but not gone!) 

1. Veldan sketched a temple schematic revealing the Builder’s face. The plans were lost. Find them. 

2. Your mother was publically tortured and shamed for her forward thinking. Punish the Hammers. 

3. Use technology and wealth to install yourself among the rich and noble of the city. Get Peerage. 

4. You were told your child was stillborn. Now you hear rumors it may live in a machine. Find the truth. 

5. It is time to put machines into elements, not just elements into machines. Make a cyber-elemental. 

6. Your plans for a flame-thrower are nearly finished. With more funding, you can go to prototype. 

7. Provoke the youth of Hammerite fundamentalist families to convert to the Mechanist cause. 

8. You will be revered in history if you can build the first battle tank and prove its usefulness. 

9. You dream of curating a museum of voices, capturing the famous and wise for future hearing. 

10. You want to sell your family’s collection of oil paintings and collect metallic mechanistic art. 

 

Pagans 

1. Hammers crushed your father’s hands and feet because of his beliefs. Put a stop to that practice. 

2. Your mother chose the woods over prostitution in alleys. Take the wealth that should have been hers. 

3. You had a vision of the wealth of green where the City now stands. Make it green again. 

4. You have a connection with monsters of the woods. Manage the urban population of monsters too. 

5. Civilization, with its money, wars, buildings, sewers, and oppression, has got to be ended. Revert all! 

6. You taste the storm on the wind; when civilization falls, you want to be ready to survive in the woods. 

7. One bad winter, you fell to cannibalism in the back alleys. Only the pagans accept you now. Get fed. 

8. Your role is to play the unobtrusive peddler or beggar, and keep an eye on the City for the clan. 

9. The Great Library of Felldur represents all that is wrong with civilization. Burn that thing down. 

10. You will know that the Woodsie Lord has accepted you when you mutate into a forest creature. 
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Nobility 

1. Third in line, you’ll inherit nothing unless something happens to the two in front of you. See to it. 

2. Your family used to host the Winterfast Ball, now it’s the Scroppindur family. Get the honor back. 

3. Grandma dabbled in fortune telling, the Hammers took your family estates. Regain control of them. 

4. Professors at the Seminary get all the hot student tail. Become a professor and get some of that. 

5. Marry and poison your way to wealth and security! 

6. Your father paid for a Mason position with the Hammers fair and square, and didn’t get it. You try. 

7. Lord Voscallian has five children in your age range. Seduce all of them, then tell him. Pompous jerk. 

8. You should be named Steward of Stonemarket, like your great-grandfather was. 

9. Your mother killed six duelists defending the family honor. You can surely do better than that! 

10. Your tattered estate makes you look as broke as you are. Rehabilitate it, and your family fortunes. 

 

City Guard 

2. You’ve been assigned to a quarter notorious for corruption. Stay pure and clean it up. 

3. You’ve been assigned to a quarter famous for integrity. Corrupt it and make some cash. 

4. The Gutstabber is killing about two victims a week. Catch the wily murderer. 

5. The Captain of your quarter is intoxicated by a pagan witch. Free the poor man before it is found out. 

6. Your family of guardsmen never did solve the mystery of the missing Hackleford Pearls. You will. 

7. At the orphanage, they said there were no monsters. Find one, kill it, and display it in your home. 

8. They say it takes at least 5 years to make captain. Do it in 3. 

9. Get noticed by nobles and hired on to a house’s private security; better money, prestige, comfort, etc. 

10. Your niece is in Pavelock for a murder she didn’t commit. Now you’re positioned to get her out. 

11. You want to be locally famous as a tough guy who can beat the hell out of bad guys. Get busy. 

 

Keepers 
1. The Book of Massian may have the secret to incorruptible glyphs; no need to recopy. Find it! 

2. There is rumor of a city below this city, buried in ancient sands by a long-ago catastrophe. Is it true? 

3. You think some of your fellows are in league with the Hammers. Can you prove it? 

4. Somehow you think you can find the source of the corruption in the Sealed Section and cleanse it. 

5. You will invent a new glyph, one never before seen, when you grasp the fundamentals in a new way. 

6. Your aunt is an Enforcer. You want her back, the way she was. Can it be reversed? Can you find her? 

7. Figure out why you’ve had such terrible dreams about the Hammerite statue in Southchurch. 

8. You suspect Lord Nissandi has discovered the existence of Keepers and is killing them. Find out. 

9. Tree monster essence may have the secret to immortality. Distill it, experiment, use it for the Balance. 

10. One of your fellows is addicted to murdering unfortunates in the slums. Figure out who, stop it. 

 

Criminals 

1. The Sladewell family fired your aged dad. He died in an alley after a lifetime of service. Punish them. 

2. A goldsmith in the Sealed Quarter supposedly got a shipment of ingots right before the disaster… 

3. You were an orphan in a pickpocketing gang. Years later, find the old man who ran it and kill him. 

4. You are the bastard child of Lord Fillwhey. If you can prove it you’ll never be hungry again. 

5. Pull a confidence game to pretend to be a noble so you can marry into wealth and comfort. 

6. Hammers casually killed your child for pickpocketing. Time to casually kill Hammers for being cruel. 

7. You dream of having your own little shop and being a fence for stolen goods. 

8. Surely you can get a University education, studying and paying for it with crime. Why not? 

9. You want a leather suit and leather gear all made from burrick hide. That would be the fanciest! 

10. Someday you hope to have a spider farm, extracting their venom and selling it to the guilds. 
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Dark Secrets 

 

Players with shiny innocent characters running around a dark, gritty world may be tempted to judge that 

world and its inhabitants as being morally inferior degenerates. A corrective to that problem is to dangle 6 

starting Awesome Points in front of a player, if their character has a dark secret to conceal as well. Pick 

one for the player, or randomize, or make up your own. Duplicates can connect characters. 

 

Dark Secret (2d10) 
 

2. Long Pagan Tradition. Your family is part of a long pagan tradition. Your grandfather was caught 

by the Hammers, and while he was burning and screaming tied to the stake, a swarm of rats flowed 

from the alleys and sewers and chewed the executioner to death. Your family changed their name and 

moved to another area, barely avoiding the subsequent investigation; the family fortune was severely 

depleted by bribing a ship captain to say they died at sea of plague. 

 

3. A Breathless Gift. You sense the dead. You can feel the restless energy squirming beneath the city, 

sometimes finding its way into corpses and ripping them from their rest. When you were a child, a 

dark man from the Breathless Order spoke with your parents, and as you eavesdropped, arranged to 

purchase you as an apprentice. You ran away. You see ghosts, you sense the motives of the unquiet, 

and you fear that necromancers will again try to recruit you to become one of them. 

 

4. Heir Obfuscated. You are the bastard child of Baron Lachmarsse. There are rumors among the 

powerful that you exist; assassins have gotten close in the past. Your nursemaid, and later your foster 

parents fell to assassin blades, probably after they were tortured. You are not sure how much the 

shadowy forces that hunt for you know. You do not know if the assassins were sent by the baron, or 

by the baron’s rivals. Were your identity to become known, you’d stand to inherit considerable 

power, but you’d likely die before you could use it. 

 

5. Dream Gate. In your haunted dreams, you see a beautiful figure rising from clear water, beckoning 

to you. You explore the fey-haunted forests, tread the deep moss, of a realm too beautiful for this one. 

You experience a primal forest unlike the haunted depths of the dark woods around the City. There is 

an entity that wants to come into the world through you, to remake the woods into what they should 

be, free of the influence of civilization. You know the Hammers would be interested in this dream… 

 

6. The Whetstone. Within the Hammer tangle of orders and chapters is a fearsome shadow, the Order 

of the Whetstone. These scary men are the intelligence arm for the Architect himself, watching friend 

and foe alike for signs of weakening or faithlessness. You were inducted into their order as a small 

child, but raised like others. You report to the Whetstone, and they have power—political, economic, 

superstitious, and mystical. Revealing their existence to non-Hammers is worth your life, and 

speaking to Hammers of it is exceedingly unwise. Report to your masters through the regular coded 

channels, and don’t give them a reason to doubt your loyalty. 

 

7. The Righteous Burst. In your foolish youth, caught up in enthusiasm, you joined a Hammer faction 

called the Righteous Burst. They believed that exploring gunpowder, cannons, and the like was the 

future of the order, and they were intensely iconoclastic. That was seriously dangerous in the Hammer 

structure, and the order was outlawed, its leaders put to death, and its membership dealt with. You 

escaped, but you have cause to regret having their symbol tattooed on your body. You are reluctant to 

even have it tattooed over, because you are not sure who to trust, and the artist might report you. 
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8. Pleasure and Secrets. As a child you were pimped out to the debauched noble parties of Audale. 

There was horror in the lifestyle, but also pleasures of wealth and comfort, so you grew up a little 

twisted. On the edge of puberty, you went to the party of a powerful noble, and while you were with a 

masked Hammer priest, you overhead a conversation about a political secret worth your life. 

Realizing your danger, you managed to escape, fleeing your handlers and the lifestyle. But you know 

the voice of the Hammer you were with, and the face of his conspirator, and you know that’s worth 

your life should you ever be found and connected to that night. 

 

9. Wanted for Murder. It was a dark night outside the tavern, and two men were hassling a young 

woman who obviously didn’t want to go with them. You intervened, knives were drawn, then one 

man was dead and the other fleeing. In a breathless moment, you recognized the girl as a pagan from 

the Park, then she ran too. By the time you got out of there, the streets were crawling with the city 

guard, led by the wounded escapee, hunting for you—as it turns out, you knifed a nobleman’s son. A 

year has passed, but you keep your ears open, and know that there’s a bounty out for someone 

matching your description and known by your previous name, wanted by the law (which is bad) and 

the noble (which is worse.) 

 

10. Debt. Your mother fell ill, and your father succumbed to the temptation of easy riches through crime 

to afford her doctors. He was sent off to Cragscleft, leaving you to handle the situation. You brashly 

negotiated with a local criminal, who generously loaned you funds. Your mother died anyway, and 

now you were in the pocket of the gangster, who wanted to sell your body to lechers. You welched on 

the debt, accidentally killing one of the enforcers in the process. Now, if your new cover is blown, 

you’ll have a debt that has probably geometrically grown in the intervening time, and a criminal with 

an army of thugs to help collect it. 

 

11. Dealer. You had connections among the pagans who would give you weirdroot, umber lotus, 

poppygum, whatever. You know people from various walks of life who will pay for these substances. 

For a while, you made a good living as a dealer. Then a Hammer supporter’s son foolishly mixed 

drugs and overdosed to death; the same week, you had to dump a shipment because the city guards 

were patting everyone down, so you angered your supplier. Now you’ve tried to walk away from the 

whole mess, but if you get connected to your old life, you won’t still have a new one. 

 

12. Hit and Run. It was dark, and late, your coach was going fast, ran over some old woman in the road; 

as driver or passenger, you urged the coach on, and left the scene as quickly as possible. You heard 

some gossip later about how some holy woman among the pagans had been run down, and the pagans 

were positively furious. You think animals watch you. You think pagans look into your shadow. You 

feel marked by your guilt. But you don’t want to give yourself away; how could they know anything? 

No one else could put the pieces together. Still. You just don’t feel safe. 

 

13. The Affair. A powerful noble in the city liked to show off a ravishing companion. You and the 

companion had a desperately passionate fling, with the intensity of love at first sight. A number of 

white-hot trysts followed. The noble found out and had the companion stoned to death. The noble 

blames the mysterious lover (you) who stole away the companion’s heart. So if your identity is found 

out, you will be considered the reason the noble lost the companion, and dealt with harshly and in 

private, probably for an extended period of time before receiving sweet death. 

 

14. Marriage Inheritance. You were married at age 13, and lived in an estate far from the City. Years 

later, the Hammer investigation of your inlaws found evidence of pagan worship and seized their 

estate. Furious, your spouse (revealed as a pagan sympathizer) went native and joined a radical group 

bent on violence and mayhem. Your friends helped you escape Hammer punishment, but you still 
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endure Hammer scrutiny. You were so convincing in denying involvement that you disgust the 

pagans, and the Hammers will never trust you again. You’ve done your best to put that incident 

behind you, and you sometimes wonder what your spouse is up to. 

 

15. Born Underground. You were born in Cragscleft Prison, your mother a prisoner. You were returned 

to your family, an innocent. At the age of 13, you had strange blackouts for hours at a time. As the 

news of gristly murders spread, and as your dreams of darkness, stone, screaming, and blood 

intensified, you realized the ghost of your mother was riding you to carry out revenge on those who 

destroyed her. Three Hammers, two informers, and a nobleman died at your hands. Then the visions 

stopped. Still, if you are connected to those crimes, you’ll end your life where it began. 

 

16. The Loose Grip of the Dead. When you were a child, you were loaned out to the Hammers for fetch 

and carry service. They trusted and/or ignored you. Then the Mason of the local church died. You 

assisted with preparing the body for burial. When he was clad in his burial garb, and gifted with 

treasures, you were almost spellbound by a crimson ruby pendant. When no one was looking, you 

snatched it and hid it. The Hammers involved in the burial were desperate and distraught to see it 

missing, but dared not tell others; they decided to entomb the body without the ruby, none the wiser. 

You stopped going to the church after that, and fearful they made the connection, you avoid Hammers 

altogether. You didn’t dare to fence the gem, or to lose it. It is distinctive, and were it ever found and 

connected to you, the Hammers would not hesitate to punish your thieving, no matter how long ago or 

how young you were. But now, in your dreams, you see the old Mason. Guilt, or haunting? 

 

17. Favor of the Woods. Your features are a bit odd; your eyes a bit off in color and placement and 

focus, your face a slightly unusual shape, your hair a bit different in texture. Pagans seem respectful 

of you, though they don’t appear to know why or even recognize it is happening. Your inner thigh has 

a strange crescent eye kind of birthmark that tingles when you touch it. Strange, that such small 

details are enough to get you killed should the Hammers learn of them. 

 

18. Another’s Burdensome Secret. You were the only one there when the aged Hammer exorcist 

collapsed in an alley, struggling to breathe. He gripped you, terrifyingly strong, and glared at you out 

of rheumy eyes. He said you would be restless dead and damned forever if you did not help him, and 

he thrust into your hands a slender book sheathed in metal. He told you to hide it, to hide it well, and 

to tell no one where. Then he died. Something in his furious passion terrified you, so you hid the 

book. For weeks Hammer priests and agents combed the streets of the area, rough and angry, looking 

for the book but unwilling to admit what they were looking for. They finally gave up. You could not 

open the locked book, and weren’t sure you wanted to. You hid it. You have tried to forget about it. 

 

19. The Fling. You met a charming person, and had a passionate fling over the course of a weekend. 

Your new paramour had business, and vanished. While you were coming back from an errand, you 

saw your trysting apartment being torn apart by the baron’s troops. Inquiring around, you found out 

an assassin tried to kill the baron, and anyone associated with the assassin was “wanted for 

questioning.” You knew what that meant, and made yourself scarce. Then your paramour showed up, 

dripping from the river and wounded, needing help. You hid your lover, provided food and clothes 

and a little money, and aided in escaping the city. You really hope no one ever connects you to that 

difficult and unpleasant week. 

 

20. Poaching. As a child, you were hunting rabbits and birds in the forest, alone. As it was getting dark, 

you headed back and got lost. You saw a pagan ritual, and were caught; the stag-headed priest spared 

you, but marked you with a burn from a carved stone, and said someday you’d repay the gift of life. 
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Starting Equipment  
 

What Starting Characters Have 

 

 Signature Items. Each template lists a signature item the character starts with. 

 Starting Coins. Everyone gets 3d10 coins, the template indicates whether that money is gold or silver 

or copper, and if there is a multiplier. (10 copper=1 silver, 10 silver=1 gold) 

 

 Weapon. Start with a light, reach, heavy, range, or very heavy weapon. Describe it. 

 Light, Reach, Heavy, Very Heavy. A light weapon may be a wizard’s wand, or a very heavy 

weapon could be an enormous tree branch. Feel free to be creative with hand-to-hand 

weaponry, or not; a sword could fit in any of the categories, for example. 

 Ranged bow weapons (whether they are longbows, crossbows, etc.) have a default 20 shots 

each, and cost 1 silver per additional shot. 

 A quiver counts as a weapon for calculating encumbrance. A quiver holds 20. 

 Ranged thrown weapons have 2 types: weapons that can be light or ranged, or weapons so 

small they can only be ranged. 

 Light/ranged: Less than 4 don’t count, a group of 4 count as a weapon, for 

encumbrance. (Throwing axes, light knives) 

 Ranged only: Less than 20 don’t count, a group of 20 count as a weapon, for 

encumbrance. (Shuriken, tiny knives, sling stones) 

 Encumbrance Rule on Weapons: Every weapon after the first 2 counts as +1 load. Heavy weapons 

count as 1 load. Very heavy weapons count as 2 loads. 

 If a character has a heavy shield and heavy sword, that’s 2 loads. If the character also has 2 

other weapons, then the heavy sword and shield are 1 load each +1 load each for being over 

the 2 weapon limit, so each would count as 2 loads. 

 

 Armor. Start with light or medium armor if desired, free of charge. Take a shield if you want. 

 Medium armor counts as 1 load.  

 A shield counts as a weapon. A heavy shield counts as a load. 

 

 Backpack. Characters may start with a stocked backpack if they wish. It counts as a load, so it affects 

encumbrance. However, it has in it the normal sorts of supplies characters would want. 

 10 meters of rope, 6 torches, a lantern, 1 flask oil, a bedroll, 1 change clothes, 1 week food, 3 

days water, flint and steel, 12 iron spikes, small hammer, small cookpan. 

 If they want other objects, they can spend 1 Awesome Point to have it conveniently in the 

backpack during play. If it is bulky or not something that makes sense, 2 or more Awesome 

Points. The DM may deny a request to have an object handy. 
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Weapons, Armor, Shields 
Melee Weapons 

Type Damage Description +in this Arena 

Light 1 To hit, roll 3d10 instead of 2d10, ignore the lowest. Tight 

Reach 1 Spend 1 Awesome Point to make an attack -2 to hit. Hazardous 

Ranged 1 Attack earlier, and adjacent arenas also. (target in) Open 

Heavy 2 Big, so they do more damage. Dense 

Very Heavy 3 Huge, no shield, ignore the first Wound armor soaks. 

Unarmed 1d10 to hit, can spend 1 AP to add an attribute to the roll if able to explain how it helps 

hit and injure, do 1 Wound, only KO target. (AP can raise damage.) 

 

Ranged Weapons     All roll 2d10 to hit, and get +2 to hit if the target is in an open arena. 

Type Damage Description Reload Rate 

Light 1 Sling, knife, axe, light crossbow, shortbow, javelin. 1 action to ready, load, shoot. 

Heavy 2 Longbow, spear. 1 action to ready, load, shoot. 

Very Heavy 3 Heavy crossbow. Focus action reload. 

All ranged weapons can attack in the same arena or an adjacent arena. 

 Aimed. Shooting as a focus action, a shortbow or longbow can shoot targets 1 arena away per Brawn. 

 Shortbows have a maximum range of 4 arenas away, longbows a maximum of 8 arenas away. 

 Move and Shoot. Spend 1 Awesome Point to do a ranged attack while moving. Roll 1d10 to hit. 

 This works with thrown weapons and crossbows, not with bows. 

 

Shield 
A light shield counts as a weapon, for encumbrance. A heavy shield counts as a load. 

 Shield-Sacrificing Protection. A light shield can reduce a single attack to 1 wound, breaking the 

shield. A heavy shield can act as a light shield twice before breaking. 

 Shield Attack. A shield can be used as a weapon by itself, or with a light weapon, a heavy weapon, 

or a reach weapon.  

 Shield Cover. Using “Defend” the shield reduces attacker’s to-hit rolls by 2 (stacking with the -2 for 

defending ,total -4). Used this way, the shield grants no offensive advantage on a counterattack. This 

works against ranged attacks. 

 

Parrying Weapons 
A parrying weapon must be light, and it can be used with a light or heavy weapon in the other hand. 

When using a parrying weapon, you are -1d10 on your attack roll (so you roll 1d10 to hit with a heavy 

weapon and 2d10 with a light weapon.) 

 The weapon grants +2 to hit, -2 for a foe to hit, or +1 Wound to an attack. It can be used for one of 

these three things, once a round. Doesn’t stop ranged attacks. Cannot be used with a shield. 

Unarmed Combat 
A character can attack without a weapon, rolling 1d10 to hit and counting a hit as inflicting 1 Wound. 

 You can spend 1 Awesome Point to add an attribute to the roll to hit, if you can explain how the 

attribute helped. 

 Those put down by unarmed combat are always knocked out, not bleeding out. (Unless you continue 

hitting the target.) 
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Armor 
ATTACK ROLL Super Heavy Heavy Medium Light No Armor 

20+ Full Damage Full Damage Full Damage Full Damage Full Damage 
 

2 Awesome 
Points from Stack 

for surviving a 

fight unarmored 

17-19 -1 Wound 

14-16 -2 Wounds -1 Wound 

11-13 -3 Wounds -2 Wounds -1 Wound 

8-10 -4 Wounds -3 Wounds -2 Wounds -1 Wound 

1-7 Miss Miss Miss Miss Miss 

Cunning Penalty -6 -4 -2   

Encumbrance 3 loads 2 loads 1 load   

Description Full plate Chain & plate Chain Leather Clothes 

 

Encumbrance 
 

 Brawn is the number of heavy things (loads) you can carry without penalty. 

 Carrying [Brawn +1] loads is encumbered; fail all rolls (including combat), stagger along. 

o At 0 Brawn or lower, 1 load counts as being encumbered. 

 Every weapon after 2 counts as +1 load. 

 Very Heavy objects count as 2 loads.  

 Medium armor is 1 load, Heavy armor is 2 load, very heavy armor is 3 loads. 

 500 coins is 1 load. 

 Child-sized person=2 loads. Normal person=3 loads. Person with over 5 Brawn=4 loads. 

 Dragging something over normal ground halves its encumbrance. 

 More than one person can share the weight, splitting the loads between them. 

 

Base Economy 
 
Many games have extensive price lists, and you are welcome to refer to those. If you want a basic guide 

for spending money for stuff, this guideline may help. 

 

Metric system. 10 copper = 1 silver. 10 silver = 1 gold. 

 

 1 gp: Cheap adventuring stuff. Rope, 3 meter pole, fishing gear, torch, sling, a meal, an ale 

 5 gp: Basic stuff. Lock picks, lantern, tent, lousy cart, beast of burden, a night of drinking 

 25 gp: Cool stuff. Horse, light armor, fine wine, holy water, spyglass 

 100 gp: Expensive. Warhorse, heavy armor, carriage 
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Enchanted Gear 
Arrows 
 

 Fire Arrow. 50 g. +1 arena range and explodes on contact, doing 3 Wounds to the target and 2 

Wounds to those in arm’s reach. Projects the light of a lantern; useful for seeing the way, but not for 

hiding. Fire will ignite anything flammable, but not people. 
 

 Gas Arrow. 75 g. When it hits, the target and all those within arm’s reach of the target must test 

Brawn difficulty 12 or collapse unconscious for about an hour. 
 

 Moss Arrow. 50 g. This arrow carpets an arena with deep moss, silencing footfalls. This may allow 

automatic success at stealth, or if there are other factors, up to +4 to Cunning. 
 

 Noisemaker Arrow. 50 g. The enchantment releases various sounds; sometimes coughs, or knocks, 

or clumsy movements, or crying babies, etc. depending on the whim of the creator. It lasts a minute. 
 

 Rope/Vine Arrow. 75 g. When it hits, as a focus action it extends a rope up to 2 arenas (12 meters) 

long. The arrow must inflict a wound on the target to get enough traction to hold weight. It can hold 

up to 5 loads. If pulled lose as a protect action, it magically rewinds itself as a focus action. 
 

 Water Arrow. 25 g. Puts out fire (up to a small campfire size) with a hit within arm’s reach. If hitting 

a target, the target must pass a Daring test (variable difficulty) or lose an action, sputtering. 

 

Other Enchantments 
 

 Climbing Gloves. 200 g. Move action to automatically scale stone or wood to move between arenas. 
 

 Constantine’s Sword. 400 g. This slender black blade (light weapon) grants +2 to Cunning stealth. 
 

 Flashbomb. 10 g. Throw as a ranged action. Cover your eyes as a free action to avoid the negative 

effect. Any potential target can cover eyes if they know the flashbomb is coming, and be safe from its 

effect. All those in the same arena or looking at the flashbomb must test Daring (variable difficulty, 

usually 10) and if they fail they lose an action. If they succeed, they are -4 to all rolls for a round. 
 

 Frogbeast Eggs. 50 g. These can be thrown in the same or and adjacent arena. When they land, a 

frogbeast rolls out and rises as a focus action. In subsequent rounds, it will wander, or approach the 

nearest moving or living thing. When it detonates, it does 3 Wounds to what it touches, and 2 

Wounds to anything within arm’s reach. 
 

 Glowstick. 50 g. Magic liquid in a silvery tube. Shake it as a focus action, it emits wan light equal to 

a lantern for 10 minutes, and a candle for 50 minutes before dimming out. The stick then requires an 

hour to recharge before it can be used again. 
 

 Healing Drink. 50 g. Drink as a focus action, then gain up to 2 Wounds back no matter how badly 

hurt; each one takes 1 focus action to return, and if interrupted, that Wound does not return. Wounds 

healed in this way leave no scar, not even if you were dying (though crippling endures). 
 

 Water Blessing. 5 g. Blessed water inflicts 3 Wounds on undead. Vials can be blessed and thrown 

like range weapons, or the damage spread among targets in melee range with a splash. Water arrows 

can be blessed. Any sufficiently holy source (like a font) can bless water in it as a focus action. 
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Archer 
 

The Archer has a lifetime of developing eye-hand coordination to strike with tools that magnify strength 

and collapse distance. 

 

Inherent—Trick Shot 
Choose Brawn, Cunning, or Daring as a trick shooting style with a bow and crossbow. If you are not 

shooting to injure, shoot as an attribute test instead—so you can spend Awesome Points to boost the roll. 

This kind of shooting can intimidate. Shooting to disarm has 10 difficulty, adjusted by the DM as needed. 

 

Limitation—Specialist 
Seems like people want to take you into places with low ceilings, twisting corridors, forest canopy, deep 

water, and other inconvenient features. And they want to go when it is dark or foggy or raining or 

snowing. Also, they tend to assume you can’t take care of yourself in hand to hand. 

 

Signature Items: 2 quivers of arrows, fletching kit. Starting Coin: 3d10 silver. 

 

Talents 

 
 Compensation. Constant. Reduce penalties to hit due to distraction, environment, or trick shooting 

by 1 per your level. (This stacks with Multiple Arrows and Rapid Shooting.) 

 

 Custom Fletching.* Rested. By spending 10 minutes of work with a proper toolkit per arrow, you 

can customize your arrows to give you +1 to hit shooting. Each use of this talent works on up to 20 

arrows, given the time and equipment. 

 

 Long Shot.* Arena. You get the benefit of aiming (+1 arena per Brawn range, if conditions are right) 

when using a shoot action. 

 

 Multiple Arrows.* Arena. Focus. You can fire 1 additional arrow per +2 Cunning at once. Each 

arrow after the first is -1 to hit. Roll one to-hit against all target Armor Classes. The arrow targets 

must be within 2 meters of each other. Multiple arrows hitting one target each count as a separate 

attack to the target. 

 

 Rapid Shooting.* Arena. You can fire a bow (not a crossbow) more than once in the round by 

spending 1 Awesome Point for the second attack, 2 for the third attack, 3 for the fourth attack, and so 

on, up to 1 extra attack per Brawn rating—this takes a lot of strength. 
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Assassin 
 
The Assassin makes a living by assuring that the target does not. 

 

Inherent—Silent Death 
If undetected (or unsuspected) by a target, you can make that target dead by rolling 1d10, difficulty 

[target’s Wounds +1 per level of armor]. Otherwise, the target is not injured, and is now aware of you. 

Awesome Points cannot be spent on this roll. Take a focus action to use this in combat. 

 

Limitation—Ruthless 
You strike at others through their attachments. You don’t want to be as vulnerable as they are. 

 

Signature  Items: Vial of poison, dose of weapon venom. Starting Coin: 3d10 gold x10. 

 

Talents 

 

 Deadly Weapons. Constant. Can put venom or poison on one or more weapons. This takes a full 

minute, or a focus action with a Cunning test difficulty 6; failing the test, you poison yourself. 

 

 Low Profile.* Constant. Any thug can kill. You can get to the target, unsuspected, and send a variety 

of messages with the death. Attribute tests to avoid identification as an assassin, either socially or 

through stealth, are +2. 

 

 Poison and Venom.* Constant. Can identify, harvest, handle, appraise, and brew dangerous 

substances for ingestion, skin contact, inhalation, or other unpleasant entry vectors. 

 

 Reach Target.* Arena. If you successfully Push those defending a target, instead of moving them 

you get a free attack on the target instead. 

 

 Targeted Strike. Arena. Attack as a focus action to get +1 to hit per level. 

 

Sample Poisons and Venoms 

DMs decide what is available in their settings, as well as punishments for being caught with it, how you harvest/buy 

it, etc. Assassins often assure access to antidotes for the poisons they use. 

o Generally, weapons have 3 “contacts” per dose (actual hits) except ranged weapons, which have 1. Targets 

may get a modified Awareness test to detect substances lacing their food or water. 

 

 Clouded Eyes. Eye contact. Blinds the target until the target spends 5 focused actions clearing vision. 

 Drowsili. Ingested. The target sleeps for about an hour, only waking if caused physical pain. 

 Heartkill. Weapon or skin. The target rolls 1d10 for each Wound remaining, and only survives if 1 rolls a 10 

(going unconscious.) 

 Profound Sleep. Ingested. The target loses 1 Awareness an hour, falling asleep when at -2, never waking. 

 Screaming Choker. Weapon or skin. Target must pass a Brawn test (difficulty depends on dosage) or 

hallucinate demons everywhere, and lose one wound a round until dead, terror frozen on the stiffening features. 

 Sluicem. Ingested. The target has about 10 minutes, then explosively vomits and has simultaneous intestinal 

distress for about 12 hours. All tests are –4 during this time, -6 while gushing. 

 Zapallias. Ingested. Target appears dead after a few minutes, lasts about 12 hours. 
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Beastmaster 
 

The Beastmaster has a gift for communicating with animals, and securing their help. 

 

Inherent—Master of Beasts 
You can communicate empathically with all animals and animalistic monsters. Also, you can exert a 

measure of control over any animal with equal to or fewer Wounds than your Commitment bonus. In case 

of a conflict, both you and the animal test Commitment, you with your bonus and the animal with +1 per 

current Wound. If you win, it obeys you. 

 

Limitation—Awkward Words 
You are spoiled by your ability to easily understand and communicate with animals. People, with their 

layered nuanced needs and communication methods, are too difficult—so few are worth the struggle to 

have clear communication, much less trust and friendship. 

 

Signature Items: Jerky treats and sugar lumps. Starting Coin: 3d10 copper. 

 

Talents 

 

 Animal Empathy.* Constant. Upon seeing an animal, you can immediately tell its mood, the source 

of any distress or enthusiasm it is experiencing, what it wants, and its gender. In obscured, swift, 

indirect, or other difficult cases, an Awareness test may help uncover these facts. 

 

 Beastsight.** Rested. Focus. You can settle into a trance, then see through the eyes of one of your 

animal companions (or test Commitment difficulty 10 to see through a sympathetic animal that is not 

one of your companions.) This lasts as long as it needs to, up to when you rest again. Breaking 

contact (including if the animal dies) disorients you for one round, then you can act normally. 

 

 Companionship.** Rested. You can have sympathetic, helpful animal companion(s) with Wounds 

equal to or fewer than your Commitment. You must be rested to gain a new companion. While they 

are sympathetic, helpful, and more clever than most of their kind, they will not react well to abuse or 

being exposed to extreme danger while you are safe (unless they volunteer.) Releasing an animal 

from service requires you to be with the animal. There are no hard feelings on the animal’s part when 

it is released from service.  

 

 Restful Company.** Rested. Resting for at least 10 minutes with all your animal companions counts 

as being Rested, by activating this ability, once between periods of actual rest. 

 

 Vitality.** Constant. You can borrow 1 Awesome Point from the DM per Wound of animal 

companion in the same arena. When you gain more, the animal vitality is paid back first. 
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Cleric 
 

The Cleric is a rare holy champion who furthers the Builder’s power in the world through mortal service. 

 

Inherent—Channel  
Focus action. Channel divine energy through a holy symbol. This is usually used to affect a holy site or 

object sacred to the Builder, or to strike the Builder’s enemies. The effect is equal to inflicting 1 Wound, 

healing 1 Wound, or 1 point of change per Commitment of the cleric. The effect is up to the DM’s ruling 

of what the Builder wants or what is holy or what is an enemy; the Builder does not take a casual use of 

this ability lightly. One use tunes a holy symbol to function with you.  

 

Limitation—Humility  
You are bound by the strictures of the Builder and obedience to His church.  

 

Signature Items: Holy vestments, holy symbol, incense. Starting Coin: 3d10 gold.  

 

Talents  

 

 Blessing.** Rested. Focus action. Borrow up to 1 Awesome Point per level; the deity garnishes 

awesome wages until the debt is repaid. These borrowed Awesome Points can go to you, or to the 

Bowl, your choice—but you must pay them back to the deity either way. (Paying back this debt does 

not count as spending Awesome Points towards leveling.)  

 

 Empowerment.** Rested. Focus action. Recharge all divine spell talents (except this one) as though 

you rested. Or, charge an item so it will glow as bright as a torch for 1 hour per your Commitment.  

 

 Forgekin.** Constant. Using a hammer, you are +2 to hit or +1 Wound once a round. Wearing metal 

armor, you spend 1 Awesome Point to ignore a Wound instead of 2. 

 

 Holy Water.** Rested. You can pray over water for a minute, and imbue holy energies into 1 dose 

per your Commitment or level, whichever is higher. You can also craft containers that will retain the 

holiness of the water for longer than an hour or so, with inscriptions of prayers and special materials. 

 

 Inspire the Faithful.** Rested. Pray with those faithful to the Builder for 5 minutes, and all of you 

get 1 Awesome Point. Have a worship service for an hour, everyone gets 3 Awesome Points.  
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Duelist 
 

The Duelist’s finely honed sensitivity to questions of honor has led to lethal skill with a blade. 

 

Inherent—Ha HA!  
Once between [rests of 6 hours or more] per level, add ½ Daring to a melee attack roll. 

 

Limitation—Feisty 
In your culture, you answer insults with a challenge to duel, either on the spot or at an appointed time. 

Whether you win or lose, death is in the air. You have learned the hard way that even the most unpleasant 

people have someone, somewhere, who cares about them enough to mourn or avenge them. 

 

Signature Items: Embroidered gloves, medallion to a saint, beautiful dueling blades. Starting Coin: 

3d10 gold.  

 

Talents  

 

 Driving Attack.* Rested. Attack up to all others in the same arena. Each attack after the first costs 1 

Awesome Point. 

 

 Fancy Combat.* Arena. Roll attack dice at the same time as those attacking you in melee. Trade one 

of your dice for one of theirs. (You move next to them in initiative, whether you were earlier or later 

in order, and both attacks are resolved in initiative order.) 

 

 Net of Steel.* Constant. You can use your parrying weapon once per round per level. 

 

 Paired Weapons.* Constant. You are not -1d10 when fighting with paired weapons. 

 

 Salute. Arena. Salute a foe who fights like a tough or a monster, as a free action. For the duration of 

the fight, you are +2 to hit that foe. 
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Fighter 
 

The Fighter is skilled at weapons, armor, tactics, brutality, and their application to achieve success.  

 

Inherent—Steely Eyed  
You’re good at hitting things. You always get +1 to hit, with unarmed, melee, or ranged attacks. Also, 

when you level you can gain cross-template open or restricted talents directly related to combat without 

further training.  

 

Limitation—You Look Like a Nail  
To someone with a hammer, everything looks like a nail. It is not always easy to look for non-violent 

solutions when violence is a matter of such expertise.  

 

Signature Items: Awesome decorated helmet. Starting Coin: 3d10 gold.  

 

Talents  

 

 Charger. Arena. You can act twice in a row to move and attack. You get a +2 bonus to hit or inflict 

+1 Wound, decide after rolling. To use the talent again, spend 1 Awesome Point or move to another 

arena first.  

 

 Combat Toughened. Constant. You get +2 Wounds. Your confident experience with violence gives 

you a +2 on any Charm check when trying to talk someone out of fighting.  

 

 Fast Footwork. Rested. Take a Push action between Move and Attack instead of after Attack. 

 

 Fight Dirty. Constant. Any time you roll a 1 on the Face Die, you have pulled a dirty trick on your 

target. Maybe you hit them somewhere sensitive besides the face, or threw sand in the eyes, etc. Add 

+2 to hit or inflict +1 Wound, decide after rolling. (You may choose not to use this talent if in a “fair 

fight” because it violates whatever code applies.)  

 

 Weapon of Choice. Constant. As long as you are wielding a specific weapon, all your attack dice are 

Face Dice. If you take up a new weapon, a week of training will switch this talent advantage to the 

new weapon. (Used with “Fight Dirty” this talent allows use of a ten and a one result, but not more 

than one of either.)  
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Hunter 
 

The Hunter has a gift for making living beings into corpses, then harvesting their skin and meat. 

 

Inherent—Forage 
You can find food just about anywhere. You can spend 1 hour looking for food and automatically find 

enough servings for [1 meal per Awareness bonus]. You can also test Awareness, and if successful, find 

an additional serving. You can also use Awareness to identify what is edible and what is not in animal 

corpses, mushrooms, berries, clouded water, etc. 

 

Limitation—Civic Claustrophobia 
People sure like to pack in tight with each other. Then the vermin move in. All the noise, the body odor, 

sewage in the streets, crime, oppression, laws, taxes… Every time you go to town you can’t wait to do 

your business and get out, back to the wilds where things make some sense. 

 

Signature Items: Leather clothes. Starting Coin: 3d10 silver. 

 

Talents 

 

 Breathless Shot.* Arena. You don’t often get a second shot at prey, so you are trained to aim for the 

heart or throat. Shooting at an unaware or unmoving target in the same arena or an adjacent arena as a 

focus action, do an extra 1d5 Wounds on a successful hit. 

 

 Butchery. Constant. Small animals can make 2 servings of meat and 3 silver of hide. Medium 

animals (half human size) can make 6 servings of meat and 1 gold of hide. Big animals (human size) 

can make 20 servings of meat and 5 gold of hide. Huge animals can make 60 servings of meat and 15 

gold of hide. It takes about 5 minutes to extract a serving of meat from a corpse, and 5 minutes per 

silver piece to prepare the hide. Special elements like ivory, venom, and delicacies can be identified 

and removed. Adjust these guidelines as needed. 

 

 Canny Prey.* Constant. Either a base Awareness test when none would be allowed, or +2 to a 

normal Awareness test, to detect traps and ambushes. You know how to set them, where they should 

be, and how they work. 

 

 Silent Step.* Constant. Your stealth is practiced to surprise animals, but it works more generally too. 

Gain +2 on Cunning tests to move unseen and unheard. Double the bonus in the wilds. 

 

 Tracking.* Constant. Identify who or what was present, and where they went. Add difficulty for 

elapsed time, rain, difficult terrain, and so on. Can test Awareness to know one important fact about 

what happened or the state of those making the tracks. Can be opposed with Cunning. 
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Keeper 
 

These shadowy figures keep the balance, and they keep their secrets. They are spies for knowledge alone, 

masters of glyphs and balance. 

 

Inherent—Do Not Wish to be Seen 
If you are in a shadow or a crowd, only those with an Awareness bonus may even make a roll to notice 

you. If you wish to hide, add ½ your level to your Cunning if you are in a shadow or a crowd. This ability 

is negated if you are carrying a light in a dark place, running, shouting, or otherwise drawing attention. 

This works against humans, and those with human-like senses. (Not monsters, machines, undead, etc.) 

 

Limitation—Preserve the Balance 
Family, friends, and other connections to the outside world pull you off balance. Your only loyalty is to 

the Keepers, and their only loyalty is to the Balance. 

 

Signature Items: Flowing cloak with a deep cowl. Starting Coin: None. 

 

Talents 

 

 Comprehend Text.** Constant. You can get information out of any text or use of symbols, even 

from dead languages. This may take time, but you can suss out the meaning. Awesome Points may 

add speed, or be necessary to work out particularly challenging texts. 

 

 Glyphwork.** Constant. You can activate Keeper glyphs where you find them. 

 

 Glyphwright.** Rested. You can write glyphs. 

 

 Silent Speech.** Constant. You can communicate with other Keepers in the same arena without 

speaking. 

 

 Unseen Presence.** Constant. As a focus action, blend into your surroundings. Instead of getting ½ 

your level to your Cunning, gain +1 per level. 
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Glyphs 
 

Here is a system of writing and art that creates symbols with ambiguity built into them. The glyphs shift 

as reality shifts. They have an uncanny ability to reveal the future, or the past, but the future and past 

cannot be fixed in them. As centuries wear on, tomes containing glyphs become brittle with the force of 

what they hold, they must be recopied every few hundred years. An entire order is dedicated to this task. 

Glyphs are also an unbreakable code used for communication between Keepers. 
 

Some glyphs go beyond the weird energy of the basic alphabet and its combinations. These channel 

mystic power, and are taught as ways for the Keepers to be about their business with a minimum of 

interference. Keepers who take the “Glyphwright” talent can create glyphs. If this is the talent taken at 

generation, they can use starting Awareness points to take glyphs. Also, when they level, they can take a 

glyph instead of an Attribute point. Glyphs cannot be created by the untrained. 

 

These can be traced on any surface. Using a special ink glyphwrights know how to make, called “glyph 

callor,” makes the glyph permanent until scratched off. Otherwise it decays and disappears over time. 

Glyphs can be traced as a focus action, but they work much better if the glyphwright takes a full minute. 

 

 Darkvision. Put on something translucent, and it acts as a lens that can see in the dark for about 1 

hour per Keeper level. 

 

 Door. This takes an hour to inscribe, and costs 1 permanent Attribute Point. It takes an hour to create 

the other side, too. When completed, there is a glyph “teleport” between two points, that can be 

activated by anyone who can activate glyphs. It lasts for 1 round per creator level per activation, and 

can stretch across about 50 feet per creator level also (though there may be ways to extend the range.) 

 

 Erase. Wreck a glyph and destroy evidence it was there. This costs 1 Awesome Point per the 

creator’s level; if you don’t have enough Awesome Points, take the difference in Wounds. 

 

 Know Direction. Makes any surface a compass. 

 

 Lock/Unlock. Write on a lock plate or connected surface. The lock is sprung (to lock or unlock) if its 

complexity is lower than the character’s level. 

 

 Message. Make 2 matching glyphs. Whisper into one, the whisper can be heard by the other, as long 

as the listener has skin touching the glyph. This lasts about a day per level. It does not pick up 

ambient noise. 

 

 Secret Page. Put among other papers, one piece will be invisible to all but other Keepers. This is 

permanent. 

 

 Spy. Create 2 glyphs. One is a one-way peephole and listening post. This lasts until scratched out, 

and has a range of about 100 miles per caster level. It takes an hour to create. 

 

 Traceless. Put on the forehead of a target, the target leaves no footprints and has no scent for about 

10 minutes. If the Keeper’s blood is used, up to 1 hour per level. 

 

 Trailsign. Anyone besides a Keeper must test Awareness at 10 difficulty minimum to see one of 

these glyphs, even if it is out in the open. The glyph can have compact basic information. 
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Knight 
 
The Knight is part of a feudal system trading freedom for protection in a grand, violent pyramid scheme. 

 

Inherent—Elite 
You got the best combat training and experience available. For morale, you gain +2 to Commitment to 

keep fighting, and +2 to Charm to keep others fighting. For tricks in combat, you gain the ability to spend 

a single Awesome Point to raise a single combat roll by 2 once per arena (after rolling). 

 

Limitation—Obligation 
You are meshed in a net of family alliances, feudal trades of services and funds for lands, and 

requirements that you protect those who generate your livelihood, the ones below you in the feudal 

structure. You cannot operate independently and have honor in the eyes of your peers, family, and culture. 

 

Signature Items: Signet ring, tabard and shield with heraldry. Starting Coin: 3d10 gold x10. 

 

Talents 

 

 Armor Skill. Constant. If your armor is hit, it ignores 1 more Wound than normal. Armor counts as 1 

load lighter (minimum 0 loads.) 

 

 Command Skill.* Constant. You are accustomed to giving orders, measuring others to determine 

their true capacity, and gaining trust. +1 for leadership rolls, whatever the attribute. (Brawn to 

command brutes, Cunning to devise plans to gain or keep command, Daring to deal with intimidation, 

Commitment not to fall back, Charm to manipulate, Awareness to judge character, etc.) 

 

 Logistician.* Constant. You understand that wars may be affected by valor and strength, but they are 

won with supply lines, equipment, and efficient travel. On a personal level, you can pack a load to 

reduce it by 1 heavy item effectively. On a group level, you can increase a group’s travel time by 1/5. 

On an army level, you can either increase a column’s speed by 1/5 or increase its carrying capacity by 

1/5. 

 

 Politician.* Constant. You can see past the immediate consequences to the long-term implications of 

political and military decisions. You speak the special code of politics, understand and offer veiled 

threats and promises, and think one thing while saying another. Gain +2 to Awareness and Charm 

when understanding or dealing with political situations. 

 

 Shield Skill. Constant. When you fight with a shield, you gain an extra 1d10 to hit. With a light 

weapon, roll 4d10 and keep the 2 highest. With other weapons, 3d10 and keep the 2 highest. 
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Mechanic 
 

The Mechanic has an uncanny gift for working with moving parts, schematics, and machines. 

 

Inherent—Engineering 
You can see how it works. A structure or a machine (anything constructed with moving parts) tells you 

how it is operated and repaired, somehow. A focus action for normal machines or structures, and a minute 

or an hour for more complex structures or puzzles. Either you just know, or if in doubt, test Awareness to 

understand how a machine or structure is built and used. 

 

Limitation—Mysterious Meat 
People are machines too, in a way; cooling systems, joints that hinge, bone scaffolding and levers. But 

what’s in the skull—well, that’s a pile of squishy meat no one could be expected to figure out. 

 

Signature Items: Toolkit, tough gloves, firestarter grip. Starting Coin: 3d10 silver x5. 

 

Talents 

 

 Demolitions.* Rested. Focus action. You can see load-bearing points and weaknesses in structures 

and machines. Test Awareness to make a plan to bolster or collapse the structure or machine. You 

may not be able to bolster or collapse it, but you know how to. This talent allows you to create or use 

explosives, siege engines, or forceful water. 

 

 Inventor.* Rested. Every time you level, you can spend a week making a new and unique invention. 

You can make 1 invention per level; you don’t have to make the invention immediately. The 

invention can grant +1 on a type of roll, or allow the user to spend Awesome Points up to the level 

you were when you built it to create a special effect once per arena. If the user rolls doubles while 

using the device, it breaks until you fix it. You can test Cunning to figure out how an unknown device 

works. The DM is the final word in using this flexible talent. 

 

 Locksmith. Constant. Locks have a complexity between 1 and 10. Each focus (can be upgraded to 

move) action you spend on the lock reduces its complexity by 1. When you decide to roll to open the 

lock, add +3 difficulty to the Cunning test for each remaining complexity. With quality tools, the base 

difficulty is 3; normal tools, 6; improvised tools, 9; no tools at all, 12. Each test after the first 

increases base difficulty by 3. 

 

 Repair.* Rested. You can fix it. Whether it is the great stone wheel that operates the ancient gate, or 

the broken serpentine on a pistol, or a mast snapped off a ship, or a wall fallen to sappers, you have 

the know-how to direct a work crew, delegating as needed. Scale determines time frame; a sailing 

ship or wall, 1 day per task. A gate or room, 12 hours. Wagon or door, 6 hours. Hinges or wheel hubs, 

1 hour. Anything smaller, 30 minutes. Halve times with ideal conditions. Confronted with an 

unknown device, test Cunning to figure out how it works. (+2 with “Inventor” also.) 

 

 Trapmaster.* Constant. You are +2 Awareness to see mechanical traps and features. You can disarm 

them with a successful Cunning test. The difficulty is based on the quality of the trap, from 3 to 15, in 

increments of 3. You can also create, repair, or activate traps. 
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Necromancer 
 

The Necromancer has found that good help is dead help.  

 

Inherent—Magnificent Corruption 
You can learn necromantic talents. Also, upon leveling, you can use your Attribute point to buy a Death 

Talent for created undead. You can also choose to lose 1 point of Charm or Brawn per level to gain an 

additional Attribute point or Death Talent as your corrupting power weakens your meaty frame and your 

humanity itself. 

 

Limitation—Blasphemous 
You corrupt the natural order of life and death, introducing the energies of death into corpses or the spirits 

of the dead in a profoundly offensive and invasive manner. Your power comes at the expense of manners, 

good taste, decency, and in most cases, integration into society. Plus, you smell kind of rotten, and have 

to use perfumes even if you bathe frequently, just to get that spicy mummified smell. 

 

Signature Items: Perfume, dark robes. Starting Coin: 3d10 gold. 

 

Talents 

 

Commitment controls undead. You can control 5 Wounds of undead per Commitment rating at a time. 

Automatic for stupid or automated undead, opposed Commitment for others (who are +1 per Wound.) 

 

 Raise Minion.** Constant. Focus action. Raise a skeleton or corpse as a minion to serve you. It lasts 

until destroyed, but is stupid and without initiative. Up to 5 minions per Commitment can be raised 

between periods of rest. Corpses must be in your arena for this talent to be used. By spending 1 

Awesome Point for each after the first, multiples can be raised at once, up to 1 per your Commitment.  

 

 Raise Tough.** Arena. Focus action. Raise a skeleton or corpse as a tough (2 Wounds, can use 

weapons, 2d10 to hit) to serve you. It lasts until destroyed, and has minimal intelligence. You can 

assign it 1 known Death Talent per Commitment, at the cost of 2 Awesome Points each.  

 

 Raise Monster.** Rested.  Animation takes 10 minutes per Wound. Compile a golem of corpses (1 

per Wound minimum) or a bigger carcass to serve as an undead monster. It can have a number of 

Wounds equal to your Commitment x3. The monster can be granted up to 1 Death Talent per your 

Commitment. 

 

 Life and Death.** Rested. Focus action. Drain 1 Wound to replenish 1 wound. The source of 

Wounds is any target that is touched, and the receiver of healing is any target that is touched. You can 

drain undead to heal yourself or others, or drain others to heal yourself or undead or another living 

target. You can also drain 1 Wound from a living sentient to erase 1 year of aging damage in yourself. 

 

 Incorporealize.** Rested. Focus action. You can create undead out of lingering powerful emotions 

of someone who died, or from cremated ashes. You no longer need intact corpses. This talent 

modifies the “Raise” talents, it does not function on its own. 
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o Incorporeal undead can only be struck by a blow “to the face” or magic, and can only be 

injured by magic weapons or spells. They can move through solid objects. When they strike, 

they do 1 Wound as death energy is infused into a living system. They can fly 2 arenas a 

round if they choose. 

 

Death Talents 
 

These talents are learned by the necromancer, but their only use is to infuse them into the raised undead. 

The necromancer can gain 1 instead of an Attribute point upon leveling, and upon leveling can lower 

Brawn or Charm by 1 to gain another. 

 

o Compelled to Answer. Rested. The undead will answer 1 question per the raising necromancer’s 

Commitment. It can only lie if it beats the necromancer’s Commitment with its Cunning roll, 

generally at no bonus. It can only answer questions that the corpse’s owner knew in life. It can answer 

questions for 1 summoning per the raising necromancer’s Commitment. 

 

o Disguised. Constant. Appears to be alive, if distracted and withdrawn. An Awareness test in the same 

arena, or at -2 from an adjacent arena, identifies the ruse. This can only be cast on fresh corpses, less 

than a day dead. They no longer decay at that point. 

 

o Life Drainer. Arena. Focus action. If it gnaws at or punctures and drains or uses some other method 

to pull life out of a target, the target loses 2 Wounds and the undead gains 1. 

 

o Mighty. Constant. Counts as +2 to Brawn, and does +1 Wound in combat. 

 

o Paralyzer. Arena. If it touches a target with a hand or appendage, not a weapon, the target must test 

Commitment or be immobilized for about a minute, unconscious and vulnerable. 

 

o Rest. Rested. It can lay down and pretend to be dead, activating at a signal from the controller or 

when some set condition is met. If it rests more than an 10 minutes, all Wounds are healed. 

 

o Stench. Constant. Those in melee range must pass a Commitment test at -2 or be -2 on all rolls while 

in proximity, and for a minute afterwards. 

 

o Terrifying. Arena. Its horror is unveiled for a moment, and all living beings in the arena must test 

Commitment or flee. 

 

o Tough. Constant. It can ignore the first Wound dealt by any attack. 

 

o Weaponized. Constant. Choose one appropriate weapon type, and the undead is physically modified 

to function as though armed with such a weapon. 
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Noble 
 

The Noble was born to rule, educated to refinement, and prepared to lead. Hence, quite dangerous. 

 

Inherent—Blue Blood 
You get +2 to Charm when dealing with the better sort, bringing to bear your classical education and 

etiquette. You also know the basics of the intricacies of politics among the rulers of your context (usually 

broader than a single nation), and can check Awareness to recall the finer points of heraldry, bloodlines 

and genealogy, or gossip among the noble set. This sort of thing has been the background chatter of your 

whole life. 

 

Limitation—Standards 
You grew up with certain expectations of comfort, education, and respect; when you don’t get them, or 

half of them, or company that would even understand what you’re talking about… it’s hard. 

 

Signature Items: Signet ring, diary, pomander for aromatherapy. Starting Coin: 3d10 gold x10. 

 

Talents 

 

 Appraise.* Constant. You know quality. Whether it is real estate, food, furniture, art, gems, or 

horseflesh, you can quickly assess its base value and determine the best market for it. Difficult cases 

or subtleties, or detecting forgeries, may require an Awareness test. You can often increase the value 

of an item when it is sold by 10% by going to the best market for it. Sometimes more. 

 

 Classical Education.* Rested. You can know one important fact about a region, a person, a legend, 

or some other appropriate subject that may have been covered in your extensive education. If it is 

sufficiently obscure, or there is a backup question, test Awareness. 

 

 Connected.* Rested. Your family has developed networks and friendships and enemies in a 

surprisingly broad context. Your signet ring and name may open doors for you. You may ask the DM 

for a sympathetic family ally in an appropriate situation. The DM should then prepare a family enemy 

for a future encounter. 

 

 Flattery. Constant. You instinctively sense what they want to hear, and you have no trouble 

suppressing your gag reflex and saying it to them. Gain +4 to Charm attempts when you want to 

really turn on the flattery—but if you still fail, then they sense manipulation, and you are then –2 

Charm until you get past the awkwardness somehow. 

 

 Threaten. Arena. Managing the help and your peers requires a grasp of the subtleties of how to 

properly threaten them; violence is mundane. Threatening their freedom or reputation or comfort gets 

their attention more than offering to punch them in the face. You can even smile while doing it. 

Double the Charm bonus to intimidate. 
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Prostitute 
 

From desperate and sick guttersnipes to politically powerful and wealthy courtesans, some people make a 

living by exchanging physical pleasures for coin. 

 

Inherent Ability—Seduction 
You are skilled in offering physical and psychological inducements that lead others to forget their duties, 

vows, and better judgment. When persuading a target, gain +1 per level. 

 

Limitation—Whore 
Even customers tend to hold you in contempt, an objectified resource. It is easy to convince them to pay 

for your favors, but it is always difficult to convince them to take you seriously. 

 

Signature Items: Perfume and makeup, provocative clothing. Starting Coin: 3d10 silver. 

 

Talents 

 

 Code of Transaction.* Rested. You know how to identify and approach potential clients and 

negotiate the conversation to minimize awkwardness. Per Charm, you can get 5 gold for something 

simple, 10 for a standard exchange, and 20 for something strange. Usually takes 1 hour. 

 

 Escape. Arena. You know how to hurt someone who is trying to hinder your movement. If they grab 

you or spread themselves to block your way, automatically succeed on the counter-attack, striking a 

single impeding character. 

 

 Pleading.* Rested. As a Defend action, you can beg for your life, safety, and/or escape. Your 

attackers must succeed in a Commitment test vs. your Charm, or they spare you. (This can stack with 

Seduction, if relevant.) 

 

 Sensitive Spots.* Arena. Striking unarmed or with a light weapon, gain +2 to hit or +1 Wound. 

 

 Streetwalking. Constant. You know how to advertise and handle rapid sexual transactions. Every 3 

points on a Charm test are 1 gold. This generally takes 5-15 minutes per customer. 
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Scholar 
 

The Scholar is interested in the “lore” side of loot—and can use it to get the shiny variety. 

 

Inherent—Expert Linguist 
You know all local languages, and many dialects. For difficult, dead, or unknown spoken or written 

language, a few minutes and an Awareness test may be able to communicate basic information. A few 

days with a new language is usually enough to learn basic communication with it. 

 

Limitation—Curious 
Half-mad to go into dangerous situations for academic motivations, you are more interested in answers 

than in safety. This can sometimes cause problems. 

 

Signature Items: Specimen containers, journals, reference book. Starting Coin: 3d10 gold x5. 

 

Talents 

 

 Cartographer.* Constant. You can accurately read and make maps. Upon studying a map, can draw 

one useful conclusion from it that others would miss. 

 

 Conversationalist.* Constant. Widely read, you can engage just about anyone in conversation on 

something that interests them. Gain +2 on a Charm check. 

 

 Educated Poise.* Constant. You relate to nobility and the educated with comfortable ease, gaining 

+2 to any attribute needed in social dealings with them (usually any but Brawn.) 

 

 Scholar of Note.* About once per level, you gain enough insight to create a scholarly work that, if 

released into the academic community, gains you [50 gold per level when it was earned] and +1 to 

Charm when dealing with those who have heard of your work. It takes about a month with the proper 

resources to create a scholarly work. 

 

 Sketch Artist. Constant. You can draw glyphs, portraits, statues, etc.— visual representation as 

needed given a few minutes to do so. Skilled enough for the accurate work to be useful. 
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Scout 
 

Somebody must risk being outnumbered, trapped, and murdered just so others know what’s ahead. 

 

Inherent—Military Intelligence 
As a focus action, you can automatically get a rough count of everything you see. Also, you have a sense 

of the logistical consumption rate of individuals, armies, and communities, and travel time expectations. 

 

Limitation—Wary 
It’s hard not to start feeling expendable when they keep sending you out up front all alone. 

 

Signature Items: Compass, birdcall whistle, spyglass. Starting Coin: 3d10 silver. 

 

Talents 

 

 Birdcall.* Constant. You can imitate the calls of various local and exotic birds. These calls are 

generally used to communicate basic information and orders with a minimal risk of detection—those 

who are proficient detect the bird calls with an Awareness test difficulty 5, others with difficulty 10, 

and even then they don’t understand it. 

 

 Elusive.* Arena. Focus action. If you can get out of line of sight long enough, you disappear. 

Pursuers without special means (like scent ability or magic tracking) cannot detect you; they only get 

a roll if the DM feeds the bowl and gives you half. 

 

 Read Signs.* Rested. You can connect rising flocks of birds with movement of foes, estimate forces 

based on dust columns from marching armies, and predict the weather for the next 12 hours. Test 

Awareness to gain a fact from signs in your surroundings. 

 

 Sprinter. Rested. You can lose 1 Wound to cross 2 arenas as a Move action. 

 

 Survivor.* Rested. Focus action. You can shrug off 1 Wound (can be used with Sprinter). Also, the 

roll for when you are out of Wounds is (-1/2 your level). If the result is 0 or less, you still have 1 

Wound. 
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Shaman 
 

The Shaman can speak to the spirits of the world and of the dead; the shaman is seldom lonely. 

 

Inherent Ability—Animist 
Choose one attribute besides Brawn or Awareness. That is your style of connecting to the spirit world. (If 

you can’t use the tactics of your style, you get no bonus, but do get penalties if applicable.) Use 

Awareness to see spirits, as a focus action (against a difficulty set by the DM, default 7.) Then interact 

with them as though they were people. Your focus on the energy of the place compels energy to take form 

in a spirit shape that no one but the shaman can usually see. You and spirits can only hurt each other if 

Awesome Points are exchanged. 

 Charm—Diplomat. Cunning—Trickster. Daring—Hero. Commitment—Commander. 

 

Limitation—Cracked 
You do not see what other people see when you look at the same thing. The best shaman have given 

themselves permission to enjoy that difference, hamming it up.  

 

Signature Items: Pigments and chalk, a whistle, lucky amulet. Starting Coin: 3d10 silver. 

 

Talents 

 

 Ancestors.** Rested. You can call upon one of your ancestors to aid you, or call upon an ally’s 

ancestor to aid the ally (if such an ancestor is willing and present in the ally’s blood.) This aid only 

comes for a critical moment, or for a day of lesser aid. If the task was not directly relevant to the 

spirit’s honor, then you or the ally must make an offering to the spirit before it may consent to help 

again. You can curse a person with a hostile person in their bloodline, haunting them in the present… 

Your ancestors cannot help others, but the ancestors of others may choose to help you. Don’t make 

them angry or they may reverse themselves. The DM may interpret how the ancestor is best able to 

help; giving Awesome Points, guiding a strike at a key moment, distracting a foe, leading towards 

treasure or evidence, etc. 

 

 Bind Elemental.** Rested. Cast in a 12 hour ritual. Bind a chip of an element into something else, 

usually used to make arrowheads. 

 

 Converse With the Dead.** Rested. If you are in a haunted place, or have an object with powerful 

meaning for the departed, you may attempt to contact the spirit as a focus action. You mentally go to 

a misty in-between place, shaped by the one you are contacting, and you may meet there for a brief 

conversation. You cannot hurt one another. Ghosts are not always available at your whim. 

 

 Expand Style.** Constant. You can add another Attribute to your style, and get the Attribute bonus 

on interacting with spirits in that way. This talent may be taken more than once. 

 

 Ghost Strike.** Arena. You can strike ghosts and spirits as though they were physical. You can use 

this with a melee weapon or a thrown weapon. Improve this to ignore physical armor on targets. 
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Thief 
 

You are the premier expert at taking other people’s stuff. You’ll practice, sweat, and focus as hard as you 

must to make sure you never have to work for a living.  

 

Inherent—Get Paid  
You live for the involuntary transfer of wealth to your pockets. Every time you steal from an unwitting 

(or warned and hostile) target, you get 1 Awesome Point from the Stack. If you score big, every 100 gold 

equivalent you take from a protected environment as someone else’s property (once safely outside the 

range of the defenses) gets you 1 Awesome Point from the stack. If you are working with a group and 

split the take, you get Awesome Points for your share. The DM interprets this as needed.  

 

Limitation—Greedy  
You steal things. Other people have things they want to keep. Having you around is a risk.  

 

Signature Items: Three empty sacks, hooded lantern, grapple hook. Starting Coin: 3d10 silver.  

 

Talents  

 

 Arsenal.* Constant. You strap blades to your arms, legs, ribs, small of your back; you can carry as 

many knives as you want, and they do not count as weapons carried for encumbrance. If you carry 

enough knives to count as light armor, they count as 1 load.  

 

 Backstab.* Arena. This attack only works with light weapons, or ranged weapons in the same arena. 

Attack an opponent who is not focused on you. If the opponent is aware of you, get +2 to hit or inflict 

+1 Wound, decide after rolling. If the opponent is not aware of you, get +2 to hit and +1 Wound.  

 

 Bash.* Arena. Focus action. (Upgrades to Combat action.) If you are wielding a blunt weapon, you 

can knock a target unconscious. If you hit, do damage if you choose to (not required), then test 

Cunning. If you roll higher than [the target’s remaining wounds x5], the target is knocked out for at 

least a minute. The DM can feed the bowl to increase the difficulty, or to make a target immune. You 

get half of those Awesome Points.  

 

 Pickpocket.* Constant. Lift something from a target in melee range. Test Cunning against the 

target’s Awareness to take the object without the target noticing. If you want the object and don’t care 

if the target knows or not, add Cunning and Daring together. If the target is aware of your attempt, the 

target can resist with Daring or Cunning instead of Awareness. Difficulty may be increased by the 

object being tied in place, held, secured in layered clothing, etc. In combat, the attempt happens 

during the Shoot phase, and you may also Move.  

 

 Super Cunning.** Constant. Any time you test Cunning, roll 2d10 and keep the higher result.  
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Tumbler 
 

The Tumbler is a supple and charming entertainer; a juggler, acrobat, joke teller, and adventurer. 

 

Inherent—Showmanship 
Juggling, singing, and tumbling are good, but showmanship is what gets the laughs—and the coins. Get a 

+2 on Charm tests while performing, and gain 1d10 silver + natural Charm modifier (adjusted by DM for 

wealth of setting) per hour of busking. Those nearby the entertaining tumbler are –2 on Awareness tests to 

look at their surroundings. 

 

Limitation—Crusty Juggler 
Oh, everyone laughs, some toss coins. But no one trusts you to behave yourself around money, important 

people, or clean furniture.  

 

Signature Items: Colorful outfit, extra hat for tips, tambourine. Starting Coin: 3d10 copper. 

 

Talents 

 

 Balanced.* Constant. Honed sense of spatial relationships grants +2 bonus to all movement related 

tests, including Impede and Push. 

 

 Dodge.* Arena. If hit in melee combat, dodge the blow if you roll 7+ on 1d10. This only works if you 

are not wearing armor. You cannot adjust this roll. 

 

 Flexible Truth.* Constant. Years on the margins of society have gifted you with a talent for 

reframing a story (or generating one from scratch) in a very convincing way. Gain +2 to Charm tests 

when lying or offering misleading truths. Gain an additional +1 per absolutely true fact included in 

the story. This talent is countered by the target’s Awareness. 

 

 Hey Rube!* Rested. You can ask the DM to create a sympathetic busker (street entertainer) or gypsy 

NPC in a city environment or on a well-traveled route who may be able to help out somehow or offer 

shelter or supplies. However, the DM should also prepare a law enforcer, respectable citizen, or 

vagabond your character crossed in the past. 

 

 Juggling.* Constant. You can juggle objects equal to your Daring without needing to roll. Also, +1 to 

hit when throwing ranged weapons within the same arena. 
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Wizard 
 

The Wizard has studied the energies tied up in nature, or the order of the Universe; whatever the source, 

those energies serve the arcane will.  

 

Inherent—Mystic  
You see the mystical forces at work, where other users of magic have left their mark, or their spells are in 

effect or were within the last day or two. Not only that, you can leave your magical mark on any wall or 

object, visible only to people whom you feel would need to see it.  

 

Limitation—Delicious  
Lots of monsters like the spicy taste of mage blood. Lots of powerful people want wizard servants as 

status symbols or slaves or artillery. Lots of ancient and bored powers enjoy recruiting pieces for their 

unknowable and twisted games. Finally, the shifting fates in the aether use those who use them. Magic is 

expensive power.  

 

Signature Items: 5 doses of flashpowder, a scroll case. Starting Coin: 3d10 gold x5.  

 

Talents  

 

 Arcane Protection.** Rested. Focus action. Foes are -2 to hit you for an hour. This protection can be 

sacrificed to reduce incoming damage by 1 Wound. This stacks with armor. This spell only works on 

the caster. When this spell is active, you do not get 2 Awesome Points for fighting without armor.  

 

 Counter-Spell.** Rested. Cast during the defend/protect phase, this spell allows you to intercept any 

magic cast in your arena or an adjacent arena. Both the one you intercept and you roll 1d10 and add 

your level to the roll. On a tie, they cancel each other out. If you get a higher success, the spell is 

cancelled and the other spellcaster takes 1 Wound. If you lose, the spell works and you take 1 Wound.  

 

 Menace.** Rested. Focus action. Gain a flat +5 bonus to an Intimidate test; when overcoming being 

intimidated, this spell guarantees success in overcoming fear and also projects intimidation.  

 

 Mystic Attack.** Arena. During the Shoot phase, attack any target you can see in your arena or an 

adjacent arena. Attack with 1d10+Level to hit, inflicting 1 Wound.  

 

 Rejuvenate.** Rested. Focus action. Count all spell talents as being rested except this one. This does 

not rest or nourish the caster’s body, only the caster’s mystic reserves. Or, charge an item so it glows 

about as bright as a torch for 1 hour per Commitment.  
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Character Advancement 
 

How Characters Level  
 

Characters gain a level when their players spend 12 Awesome Points through them. The character 

can level in the middle of combat, or in a peaceful moment later (when the player has the time to figure 

out what benefits to add.) Spent Awesome Points and earned Awesome Points are recorded at the end of 

the session, the character gets those Awesome Points to start the next session (and benefits from points 

spent already towards leveling).  

 

Benefits of Gaining a Level  
 

Characters gain a new Talent when they gain a new level.  

 Half their Talents must be from their base template. 

 They do not need teachers to take Talents from their base template. They do need teachers to gain a 

Talent from another template.  

o They may choose to wait to gain a Talent until they can get a teacher. There is no time limit 

on this waiting—if they wait three levels, then at some point they can train to get three new 

Talents.  

o It takes at least 48 hours of training with a teacher to gain a new Talent.  

o If the character has been training in the background and preparing to level, the DM may 

decide the training has been completed in practice and allow the new Talent.  

o The DM may charge Awesome Points with no other benefit (including towards leveling) to 

intuitively develop a cross-template Talent on the spot.  

 The DM does not have to do this, but may choose to.  

Open talents cost 3, restricted talents cost 5.  

 

Characters gain +1 to an Attribute when they gain a new level.  

 They may choose to learn a new language instead of taking +1 to an Attribute.  

o Characters have default extra languages equal to their Awareness bonus.  

 They may choose to learn to play a musical instrument proficiently, or be skilled in another artistic 

expression, instead. (They may also take a musical instrument or other artistic expression instead of a 

bonus language at generation.)  

 If the player decides to wait to gain a new Talent, the player can still raise one of the character’s 

Attributes by one.  

 

Gaining a Wound.  

 The player can give up both the talent and the attribute point to add 1 Wound to the character’s 

capacity, writing “Tougher” as a constant ability Talent.  

o This can be done once per “Brawn” bonus.  

If “Brawn” goes up from increasing Attributes, then the capacity to gain “Tougher” 

multiple times increases too.  

 These extra Wounds stack with Wounds granted by Talents or Inherent Abilities. 
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Description of Talents 
 

Talents are abilities the character can use.  

 

Difficulty to Learn. How widely available is the talent?  

 Base Template Talents. You can gain talents from your base template without further training.  

 Open Talents. Training for “open talents” is easily located, or spend 3 Awesome Points that do not 

count towards leveling to automatically “figure it out” somehow with DM permission.  

 Restricted Talents.* Gaining “restricted talents” (with 1 asterisk) that are not on your base template 

is only possible if the DM agrees, and there are special circumstances and training (or if the DM 

allows you to spend 5 Awesome Points that do not count towards leveling.)  

 Exclusive Talents.** Training for “exclusive talents” (with 2 asterisks) is not possible unless the 

talent is on the character’s base template, or the character is a spellcaster learning appropriate magic. 

The DM can make an exception for extraordinary circumstances, but isn’t required to.  

 

Frequency of Use. How often can the character use the talent?  

 Constant. The character can always use this talent, it is available any time its use is appropriate.  

 Arena. The character can use this talent once per arena. If the talent involves moving between arenas, 

the talent is reset when it enters a new arena. The talent is only exhausted in the arena if its use is 

successful. The talent can be “recharged” in the same arena by spending 1 Awesome Point as a free 

action.  

 Rested. The character can use this talent successfully once between periods of rest and nourishment. 

The talent can be “recharged” between periods of rest by spending 2 Awesome Points outside 

combat, or 3 points during combat.  

 

Time to Use. Different talents take different amounts of time to use.  

 Free action. This takes no time. If in doubt about when it activates, it is used on the character’s turn.  

 Action. This counts as a shoot action, move action, fight action, etc.  

 Focus action. This starts in phase 3 and activates in phase 7 of the round if the character is not 

injured in that time. The talent is only exhausted if it is successful.  

 Longer. Some talents specify they take a minute, or an hour, or some other time increment.  

 

Character Building Advice on Talents  
 

 Unusual Upbringing. If the character had an unusual upbringing that the player wants to emphasize, 

then the player may ask the DM for access to a restricted talent from another template at first level, to 

“get the foot in the door” and show how the character had access to unusual training. Adding a 

restricted talent from another template at first level is a nod to the years of life the character had 

before first being played. 
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Improved Talents 
 

Instead of taking a new talent upon gaining a level, a player character can improve a talent the character 

already has. Here are the available improvements. Areas that can be improved are underlined in the talent 

description.  

 

 Upgrade one time frame—rested to arena, arena to constant.  

 Add +1 Wound (damage) for an attack talent.  

 Add +1 to hit for an attack talent.  

 Add +2 to an attribute roll talent.  

 Reduce Awesome Point cost by 1.  

 Speed—change a focus action to a move action.  

 

Here are some specific guidelines for upgrading talents.  

 

 A talent may be upgraded more than once, but only one of each upgrade type may be applied to a 

talent.  

 Players must get DM approval before “improving” a talent, to make sure the interpretation works for 

the DM’s game and preferred play style.  

 Spell talents may be improved.  

 Every talent is not subject to improvement, and that’s fine.  

 Improving a base template talent counts as taking a base template talent, when counting talents 

towards the cross-template requirement that half a character’s talents must be from the base template.  

 

Improving talents generally cannot allow these possibilities.  

 

 Adding a penalty to an opponent’s Attribute or combat test.  

 Reduce incoming damage.  

 Grant Awesome Points to the character through its use automatically (without player or DM 

involvement.)  

 Increase a player character’s wounds, or improve healing.  

 

If you see this makes a talent more powerful and cooler, and worry about balance, remember that the 

player character gave up a whole other talent to improve this one. And there are some really neat talents 

out there. 
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Occupational Talents 
 

Civilization has division of labor. People have different jobs, and all contribute towards the well-being of 

the community. Most people the characters encounter will have 1 Wound and 1 talent and not be 

interested in adventuring; this list helps flesh out some of those occupational talents. 

 

Characters can get an occupational talent with the DM’s permission, taking one of these talents and not 

getting an Attribute point (or equivalent) when they level. Or, they can start with an occupational talent 

instead of one from the template and fight as a minion (until they upgrade. See character generation.) 

 

These templates allow a character to automatically do basic tasks related to the profession, do an Attribute 

test at +2 for tricky tasks, and an Attribute test for difficult tasks. 

 

 Animal Trainer. Learn animal behavior, offer rewards and discouragements, teach commands. 

 Apothecary. Identify chemicals, brew potions, make poison, blend healing salve, make blackpowder. 

 Armorer. Repair and craft weapons and armor, both for all shapes of people, and for mounts. 

 Beggar. Survives on coins offered by others. Judge when to push and when to shrink back. 

 Blacksmith. Shoes horses, makes and fixes tools and cookpots, handles metal and fire. 

 Brewer. Takes basic ingredients and makes intoxicating beverages. 

 Butler. Runs a noble household, maintains the wine cellar, manages the servants. 

 Carpenter. Uses wood to make furniture, barrels, wagons, buildings, ships. Skilled at repair. 

 Castellan. Manages a castle; its rations, fortifications, military posture, army, and so on. 

 Cleric. Offers rites and education from the perspective of a church, cares for those who need it. 

 Cook. Takes basic ingredients on a broad spectrum and makes them into sustaining food. 

 Criminal. Instinctively senses forces of law, shifty judge of character, knows fences and locks. 

 Doctor. Skilled in bandaging injuries, diagnosing ailments, handling healing chemicals, and surgery. 

 Entertainer. Singer, dancer, storyteller, general all-around source of amusement and good feelings. 

 Farmer. Knows about seeds, crops, plant cycles, fertilization, animal care, and hard, thankless work. 

 Fisher. Can handle small boats, mend and use nets and traps, and bait fish. Can turn fish into food. 

 Guard. Used to standing for hours, patrolling, intimidating, keeping the peace, holding a poker face. 

 Gunsmith. Skilled in building, repairing, maintaining, improving, and dealing with firearms. 

 Jailer. Brutish, intimidating, dangerous, bullying, repairing locks, evaluating health, interrogation. 

 Laborer. Long experience carrying heavy things and doing heavy work of various kinds. 

 Mason. Skilled with tools, technique, and blueprints for building with stone, evaluating stonework. 

 Merchant. Familiar with appraisal, bartering, managing servants and guards, charming customers. 

 Navigator. Knows constellations and how to steer by the stars, as well as cartography. 

 Sailor. Familiar with ship-board tasks all over a sailing ship, rowing, working sails, drinking, cursing. 

 Scribe. Can read and write, often in several languages, and interpret law, manage correspondence. 

 Servant. Patient and used to demanding masters, carrying out orders and maintaining tasks. 

 Shepherd. Care for and diagnose ailments for herd animals, weather elements, shear wool, castration. 

 Soldier. Endures hardships, is prepared to kill, march long miles, understands orders, sleeps outside. 

 Tanner. Turns dead animals into leather, and leather into clothes, armor, decorations, and so on. 

 Weaver. Knows how to spin thread or yarn and make various cloths and clothing or hangings. 
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Master Talents 
 

These talents are available when the attribute rises to 5 or more. They do not count as template or cross-

template talents. They require no training to learn, only a high enough attribute. They cannot be 

improved. You can take one master talent for each attribute for each point above 4 in the attribute, if you 

buy them as you level (instead of template talents, cross-template talents, occupational talents, additional 

Wounds, etc.) 

 

Awareness 
 Anticipate Move. Constant. You can read opponents, anticipating what they will do. Gain +2 to 

Initiative and Impede (whether impeding or escaping.) 

 Etherspark. Constant. You have a hint of magic ability. You can gain 1 talent for a spell, if taught by 

a spellcaster. Spells after the first take both the talent and attribute point upon leveling. You cannot 

cast from scrolls or other sources. 

 Faces and Names. Constant. You never forget a face or a name, and if you get them together, you 

can recall them both at once. 

 Lie Detector. Constant. Only those with Cunning equal to or higher than your Awareness have a 

chance at successfully fooling you with a lie, without using magic. 

 Light Sleeper. Constant. If there is a chance you will wake up due to something happening in your 

arena or an unusual sound, you will wake. You do not have to pass a test. Because your system is 

used to light sleep, you are not more tired from being roused in this way; as long as the wakefulness is 

brief, your sleep is not disrupted. 

 Recall Expert. Rested. You have an astonishing memory. If there is a follow-up Awareness roll to 

remember something due to a talent, you automatically pass it and get an additional follow-up roll for 

more. You can remember any information you’ve been exposed to (though your recall may not be 

complete, it will be helpful.) This includes smells, flavors, symbols, pictures, and text. 

 Spyreading. Constant. You can read upside-down text, quickly hidden papers, and details in dim or 

fast-moving conditions. Your mind is trained to catch and hold information of this kind, and you 

automatically retain anything you see under these difficult conditions for at least an hour. 

 

Brawn 
 Bashmaster. Constant. Take 1 less Wound from damage that is specifically bashing. This includes 

blunt weapons and attempts to batter down doors. 

 Dangerous Might. Constant. You can spend an additional 2 Awesome Points to increase damage by 

1. (You can improve damage by 2 Wounds with Awesome Points instead of maximum 1 Wound. 

Even if improving 1 Wound costs less Awesome Points due to another talent, the second Wound 

costs 2 Awesome Points.) 

 Deadly Attack. Constant. You attack in hand to hand as though armed with a light weapon. 

 Healthy. Constant. Gain +2 Wounds and immunity to normal sickness (unless the DM feeds the 

Bowl one point per your level.) 

 Heft. Constant. You can carry 1 more load than your Brawn. If you are scantily clad, you get +2 to 

Charm tests with those who may be attracted to your muscular body. 

 Powerful Attack. Constant. You attack in hand to hand as though armed with a heavy weapon. 

 Resilient. Constant. You are always -2 on the 1d10 roll when you reach 0 Wounds. If you score a 

number less than 1, you ignore the damage altogether. 
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Charm 
 Bully. Constant. If you use Charm to intimidate someone, gain 1 Awesome Point. 

 Confidante. Constant. If you can get a target talking, the target will reveal things the target didn’t 

mean to talk about. Every minute of conversation, test Charm against the target’s Commitment, 

Charm, Cunning, or Daring. If you win, gain another useful statement or line of inquiry. 

 Deflect Anger. Constant. If you are confronted by an angry person, pass an intimidation test using 

Charm. If you succeed, the angry person is not intimidated, but the rage is deflected to another target 

or a counter argument has made a convincing case for blaming the angry person. 

 Empathy. Constant. If you have the same mood as the person you’re dealing with (or pretend to have 

the same mood) gain +2 on Charm tests. 

 Recruit. Rested. Gain 1d10 Wounds of followers after an hour of appropriate activity with them. 

They will help out for up to 1 hour per your Charm with no payment, or agree to work for you if you 

offer them a deal that could be seen as fair. 

 Inspire Loyalty. Constant. You attract henchmen who are loyal to you until death, regardless of pay 

or conditions (though abuse may drive them off or make them disloyal.) You may have 1 Wound or 

level (whichever is higher for those involved) per your level. When you level, you may level a 

henchman or attract a new one. If a henchman is lost to death or disloyalty, those “slots” are not 

available again, they are lost with the henchman. The DM chooses your henchmen, but you may 

make requests. 

 Humanize. Constant. You are capable of rendering yourself or someone else human in the eyes of 

humans or near-humans. If they have been trained to think of you as an inhuman monster, you can 

forge a relationship to seem not so very unlike them after all. This requires conversation or exchange, 

and winning an intimidation test of your Charm against the attribute they choose (they are not 

intimidated, instead  you are humanized). Succeeding on this intimidation test can also serve to 

forestall imminent violence, execution, and dismissal from authorities holding you. 

 

Commitment 
 Confident. Rested. Faced with a difficult challenge, gain 1d5 Awesome Points from the Stack. This 

talent cannot be recharged with Awesome Points. 

 Defiant. Constant. Each time you refuse to satisfy the demands of a greater power than yourself, gain 

1 Awesome Point from the Stack. 

 Ignore Limits. Constant. Add 1 Wound from sheer will. 

 Lend Confidence. Rested. You may give another person up to ½ your Commitment in Awesome 

Points from your reserve as the climax of inspiring them with a speech or symbolic act. 

 Mental Peace. Rested. Spend up to ½ your Commitment in Awesome Points while meditating for at 

least an hour. (This is used to speed leveling. The talent cannot be recharged with Awesome Points.) 

 Stubborn. Constant. If you make a decision, no use of non-magic talents or attributes can change 

your mind. 

 Vow. Constant. When you promise to do something, as long as you are doing your best to honor your 

vow you cannot be persuaded to abandon it, even by magic. 

 

Cunning 
 Alternate Identities. Constant. You can maintain in your mind up to 1 other persona per your 

Cunning attribute. You keep straight what each persona knows, the plans each persona has, allies and 

foes, life history, and other critical information. You can switch between them at will. 

 Disguise Expert. Constant. With a handful of props you can change your persona to a generic 

archetype (beggar, guard, merchant, etc.) You use voice tone, posture, gait, expression, and other 
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acting skill. Only those with Cunning or Awareness equal to your Cunning can even attempt to see 

through your disguise. 

 Lend Idea. Constant. You have a talent for conversing with people and giving them an idea, but 

leading them to it so they think it is their idea. For them to realize it was your idea, they must test 

above [your Cunning x2] with a Cunning or Awareness test. They don’t have to act on the idea, but 

they will think it was theirs and they will consider it. 

 Lockskill. Constant. All locks count as 1 difficulty less. 

 Long Reach. Constant. You attack in hand to hand as though armed with a reach weapon. 

 Mimic. Constant. You have skill in imitating body language and vocals of others. Those with 

Awareness or Cunning less than your Cunning are automatically fooled. 

 Resourceful. Constant. When in danger from a worthy opponent, gain 1d5 Awesome Points from the 

Stack to help use unexpected methods or means to strike or escape. Unused Awesome Points are 

returned to the Stack at the end of the encounter (whether you succeeded or not.) 

 

Daring 
 Counter-Attack. Constant. You are +2 to hit or +1 Wound when counter-attacking. 

 Count Coup. Constant. Each time you commit an act of defiance against a worthy target when there 

is significant risk, gain 1 Awesome Point from the Stack. 

 Dare. Rested. If you dare a target to do something, and the target does not, attempt to intimidate the 

target. If you succeed, the target is not intimidated, but you gain 1 Awesome Point per the target’s 

Wounds or level, whichever is higher. 

 Fearless. Constant. You are immune to non-magical intimidation, and +2 against magical fear. 

 Honed Reflexes. Constant. Add ½ your level as a bonus to avoid taking damage when allowed a 

Daring test to get out of the way. 

 Inspire. Rested. When you yell a battle cry, those on your side within hearing are +2 to their Daring 

tests in the face of the immediate danger, and they can re-roll if they failed a Daring test the same 

round or the round before. 

 Unarmored. Constant. Gain an additional Awesome Point (total 3) each time you fight in real danger 

without armor. 
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Multiple Templates 

 

There are three ways for a character to have more than one template. None of them are recommended for 

players just starting out, but all of them can be useful and entertaining. 

 

Starting With Two Templates 

Adding a second template to the first makes the second an “overlay template.” This allows characters to 

play “noble scholar” or “archer thief” or “tumbler prostitute.”  

 

These templates are designed to be used singly. Instead of adding one base template to overlay another, 

consider taking an unusual starting talent and gaining talents from other templates as the character 

levels. 

 

If you start play with two templates, one is an overlay template, so this applies: 

 No Starting Talents. You do not get a talent at level 1 or 2, but you do get Attribute Points from 

level 2 onward as normal. You get your first talent at level 3. 

 Inherent Abilities and Limitations. Inherent abilities and limitations from both templates apply. 

 Talents. You can spend 3 Awesome Points to access unpurchased talents from either template. 

Purchasing talents from either template counts as buying from the base template. 

 Awesome Points Spent to Level. Leveling costs 3 more Awesome Points, so 15 instead of 12. 

 

Supernatural Interference 
A supernatural power can gift a character with spell-like abilities—talents from the cleric, shaman, or 

wizard templates taken with DM permission (or insistence.) Rarely, a supernatural power will give a 

character access to the entire set of abilities. In that case, a supernatural template is added to the character. 

 

From then on, the character must spend 15 Awesome Points to level, gains the inherent ability and 

limitation of both templates, can access unpurchased talents from either template as the base template, 

and counts talents bought from either template as talents bought from the base template. 

 

Changing Base Class 
When a character has 2 talents from another template, the player can decide to switch to that template as 

the new base template. This can be done when leveling and taking a second talent from the template, or 

any talent after the second. 

 

From that point on, the character cannot get more talents from other templates than possessed for the base 

template (but the character may already have more talents from other templates. Those don’t count here.) 

 

The character cannot use the inherent ability of the new base template, but can spend 3 Awesome Points 

to use any talents not yet purchased from the base template. The character can no longer spend 3 

Awesome Points to use talents not purchased from the previous base template. 

 

If a character gets all 5 talents from a new base template, then upon leveling the character can forfeit the 

talent and attribute point and gain instead the template’s inherent ability. 
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Arenas 
 

An arena is a place you might fight in that’s different from the places around it. Characters can move 

around and maneuver within their arena without taking actions to do it. A move action transfers a 

character from one arena to another adjacent arena.  

 

In play, this usually looks like a bunch of ovals, squares, L-shapes, and triangles that touch each other, 

ideally with some scribbled in scenery or an explanation to understand what is in each arena.  

 

Having a variety of arenas means players can move their characters to places where they get an advantage 

from their weapon type, and variety helps combat be more cinematic and dynamic than standing toe to toe 

and gradually chewing through each other’s hit points. 

 

Arena Type Description Favored Weapon Type 

Tight Narrow corridors, stairs, balconies, alleys, tunnels Light is +2 to hit 

Hazardous Rooftops, slick rocks, ledges, rope bridges, swamps Reach is +2 to hit 

Open Courtyards, open water, gladiatorial arenas, fields Range is +2 if target in open 

Dense Shops, thick forest, ship deck, crowd, hayloft Heavy is +2 to hit 

Neutral If it isn’t as open as open, but not one of the others. None 

An arena tends to be 5-6 vertical meters. On a cliff face, in the water, or with aerial combat, that’s a 

helpful guideline. Some monsters have an arena on their back and head! 

 

 If you want to do something cool, suggest arena possibilities next to the arenas the DM notes. 

o Example: a character in a marketplace is faced with a dense street and tight alleyways as the 

guards close in. Her player asks if she can treat the awnings of the shops as a hazardous arena 

to get up to the rooftops, which are open. The DM may draw it in! 

 Arenas can change mid-fight. If you are in a hayloft and the barn catches fire, you may go from a 

dense arena to a hazardous arena. If you’re in a crowd and they scatter, the arena goes from dense to 

neutral, then maybe a round later to open. Boundaries of arenas can change as the fighting space 

changes. 

 The size of arenas varies dramatically. If you’re in a house, arenas will be very small; if you are 

riding horses out on the plains, they’ll be very big. 

 

There are some circumstances that come up often, so here are some typical arrangements.  

 

 Roads. Road arenas tend to be narrow (but include the shoulder) and 2 or 3 arenas long for the 

purposes of the encounter. They are open unless there is traffic, then they can be any arena type.  

 Walls. If you can go over it or fight on it, the wall is hazardous. If the walls hem you in, the arena is 

tight. If the walls mean you can’t go that way, the wall is impassible (and not an arena). If the wall 

seems flimsy, you can try to break it; if you do, the DM will tell you whether the rubble-strewn hole 

area is dense, tight, or hazardous!  

 Weather. Rain, mud, snow and ice tend to shift terrain to hazardous.  

 Woods. Brush and saplings are likely to be dense, stands of trees close together or with low branches 

tend to be tight, and old growth big forests with space between trunks may be neutral.  
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Awesome Point Economy 
 

The Awesome Point “economy” is not about math. It is about rhythm, direction, and style. When lots of 

Awesome Points are being earned, awarded, and spent, a lot of awesome stuff is happening. If activity 

slows down, players forget about the Bowl, and Awesome Points are not awarded (or not spent) for a 

while. Those are signs that things may not be awesome enough. 

 

Awesome Points are generally poker chips or d6 dice, or some other plentiful token durable enough to 

withstand enthusiastic play. (Some people use edible Awesome Points, like M&Ms, but you had better 

have a lot of them on hand if you go that way.) 

 

The DM puts the Bowl out where everyone can reach it, and generally there’s at least 5 Awesome Points 

per player in the Bowl to start with. Whatever points are left are in the Stack, the Awesome Points 

controlled directly by the DM and used to refill the Bowl or reward individual players. Players can give 

each other Awesome Points out of the Bowl, but only the DM can put more Awesome Points in the Bowl. 

Players cannot give each other Awesome Points out of their own piles, only from the Bowl. Players 

cannot take Awesome Points from the bowl for themselves, they can only give points to each other. 

Players get Awesome Points for doing awesome things. 

 

The question is not “What is awesome?” The question is, “What does your game group think is 

awesome?” Awesome Points focus in with laser-like intensity on what is fun about role playing your 

game around your table. You like movie quotes during the game? Award each other Awesome Points for 

whipping out a good one. Want comedy? Award points for laughs. You want to play a serious gothic 

game? Award each other Awesome Points for hitting highlights of the genre and getting into character, 

allowing characters to be scared by spooky, unsettling elements. Playing a mystery? Share the points 

around for ideas, finding clues, and making deductive leaps. Mix and match all you want; whatever is 

awesome and enjoyable at the table should be rewarded by Awesome Points. 

 

This game runs best in an atmosphere of delight and gratitude. Cool stuff is happening! Reward the 

people who are part of it! Don’t forget about the Bowl. Hand those points out to your fellow players. If 

somebody is giving you points, don’t forget to keep an eye out for what they’re doing that’s awesome too. 

Got a quiet player? Go out of your way to figure out how to explain why you’re giving them Awesome 

Points. 

 

If a character concept makes you laugh, or somebody is brave and plays with an accent, or they make a 

character based on some fiction you like, or maybe players get you a drink while they are up—give out an 

Awesome Point. This builds the sense of camaraderie and “team” and fun at the table. 

 

Why not just empty the Bowl between the players every time the DM tosses points in? Well, the Bowl is 

how you reinforce play style at the table, rewarding good behavior and those who bring fun to the game. 

Give that away and the points become tasteless mechanical game benefits. 

 

Stop and think about why you are playing. To have fun with your friends. To achieve goals in a fictional 

setting. To play as someone not yourself for a while. To give an awesome character concept a spin. There 

are lots of reasons. Giving Awesome Points is a way to say “thanks” or acknowledge a great moment or 

help the group achieve goals. There are no rules to prevent abuse of handing out Awesome Points, but if 

abuse becomes a problem, there’s probably a different game out there the group would enjoy more. 
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Refilling the Bowl 
There are a number of ways the DM can refill the Bowl with Awesome Points for the players to share 

with each other. Ideally, there are always some points in the Bowl, so when something awesome happens 

the players can celebrate. Good players will be handing out those Awesome Points all the time, so how 

does a DM get more in the Bowl? 

 Progress! The DM may choose to put Awesome Points in the bowl at the conclusion of an encounter. 

 Evil Chuckle. Any time the DM chuckles evilly, or laughs maniacally, or any other variation on the 

theme, the DM must feed the bowl 1-4 Awesome Points. (This is always available, and always 

entertaining, so use it! You can choose whether or not to chip in when an NPC laughs—the more it 

annoys the PCs, the more likely it is you should chip in.) 

 Monster Talents. When monsters use talents, it’s good form to pay for those talents by putting 

Awesome Points in the bowl. Many monster talents note they have a cost. If they do not have a cost, 

you don’t need to feed the Bowl. 

 Pride. You like how your players and their characters are handling things, you think they’re cool, and 

you want them to know it. Toss in a handful of Awesome Points! 

 Picking on Characters. When a target is hit and you spend 2 Awesome Points to ignore 1 Wound, one 

of those goes to the player whose character was “cheated” and the other goes to the Bowl. Same when 

the NPC inflicts an extra Wound. And if you are pulling some rude move in the game (like having a 

character lock himself out of his house) that’s worth a sympathy point or two also. 

 Out-of-Game Contributions. Want to reward a player for bringing snacks, or keeping the party’s map 

up, or doing play reports, or whatever? Give the player Awesome Points that the character can start 

with next session. 

 

Now that players have Awesome Points, how do they spend them? Here are basic uses. 

 

Spending Awesome Points  (Always a free action) 
1  Add +2 to any attribute roll. 

 Use a per-arena talent again in the same arena. 

 Flexibility. Change what you want to do in the round. This cannot allow you to act in a 

phase that is over, or to change your mind if you have already rolled dice on an action in 

the current round. 

2  Do +1 Wound after a successful attack. (But only one per attack.) 

 Ignore 1 incoming Wound. (But only one per attack.) 

 Recharge a rested Talent outside combat.  

 Smite Fleeing Foes. Hit a foe who was in melee with you, but flees before the attack phase. 

3  Use a Talent you don’t have, from your base template. 

 Recharge a rested Talent during combat. 

 No Help to Hit. Awesome Points cannot be spent to boost the to-hit roll. 

 Boosting. You can spend as many Awesome Points as you want to boost an attribute roll—to the 

point where it is successful, and not beyond. (You can’t spend more points just to level faster.) 

 Awesome Dues. When the DM spends Awesome Points to directly affect a character’s action, half the 

Awesome Points go to the bowl, the other half to the hapless player. (This includes blunting damage 

inflicted, doing more damage, increasing difficulties, and so on.) If dealing with odd numbers, feed 

the bowl before the player. 

 Entitlement. If a player should get Awesome Points for something (like fighting without armor), it is 

the player’s responsibility to remind the DM. If the player does not remind the DM in a timely 

fashion, it is up to the DM whether or not to reimburse the player. 
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DM Spending Awesome Points 
 Spend 2 to reduce 1 Wound done to an NPC, or to increase an NPC’s damage by 1. Half this cost 

goes to the bowl, the other half to the player character who is directly affected. 

 Sending in reinforcements that weren’t planned? Upgrading a minion to a guard suddenly? Adding a 

talent to a bad guy? Whisking the main enemy away before the heroes finish her off? All these things 

are things you can pay Awesome Points for, usually right to the Bowl. 

 Attribute bidding war with PCs! They make a roll, you make it more difficult or have an NPC resist 

them with Awesome Points matching their own contribution, if you want to drive up the Awesome 

Point price or even make a target immune to their attempt. 

 Many monster talents require Awesome Points to go to the bowl if they are used. 

 

Bribery 
If a player wants a degree of narrative control, the player can offer the DM a bribe of Awesome Points. If 

a PC wants to have an item that they could find or have on their person, or if the PC wants to create a new 

arena adjacent to existing arenas, or catch a lucky break by finding a friend, or noticing a door out of the 

blind alley, or whatever, the player can offer the DM Awesome Points. 

 

The DM has the Stack, and all spent Awesome Points go to it, and the DM doesn’t need the player’s 

Awesome Points. How is this bribe effective? What do the points represent that the DM wants? Why 

would the DM agree to let the player’s suggestion happen in the game? 

 

1. Players come up with fun suggestions. 

2. Players have a higher sense of buy-in to the world if they feel it is responsive to their desires. 

3. Players may have too many Awesome Points; lightening the load makes them more vulnerable. 

4. Players sometimes want to spend Awesome Points to get closer to leveling. 

5. Players don’t often see all the consequences of what they are asking for. 

6. Oh, lighten up; this game is about having fun, not reinforcing the utter realism of the game. If it 

makes a player happy to have something at hand or to meet a friend, especially if it leads to better 

character development or advancing the plot usefully, don’t stand in the way. 

 

Still, the DM has to agree to the request; it cannot be a demand. The DM is responsible for setting the 

tone of the game, and its challenge level. Player characters are cocky enough. If they face a werewolf and 

all of them reach into their socks and pull out silver daggers out of nowhere, or they go into an ancient 

castle and find the front door key under the doormat, that can ruin some of the challenge and fun of the 

game. If players get spoiled by getting everything they want, they’re likely to be bored, and to pout when 

they get a “no.” That is NOT awesome. 

Just One Player 
Give 3 starting Awesome Points for taking an adventuring motive, and 6 for taking a dark secret. Give 

more for character sketches, back story, bringing snacks, or whatever effort went into preparing. During 

play, any time the DM would normally put points in the Bowl, the DM gives points to the player. This is 

not as fun as having a group giving each other Awesome Points, but it allows for solo missions. 
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Combat 
 

Combat has 7 parts to each round, and those parts are resolved in order. The DM assigns the NPCs to the 

parts where they will act, then the players say what their characters will do. Combat should be fast, 

cinematic, and awesome. 

 

Initiative 
Initiative is only needed when multiple characters want to act in the same phase of the combat round. 

Every party rolls 1d10, highest roll goes first, and on through descending order. Those who are tied go 

simultaneously or dice it off again, DM choice. 

 

 The DM always declares what the NPCs will do before the PCs decide what they will do. This may be 

a description of their plan, or just noting what part of the round they’ll use (shoot, move, attack, etc.) 

o For example, a DM may tell players an NPC will defend or protect, but not say which, or who 

may be defended. Or the DM can share that information. It depends on how clearly the DM 

thinks the NPC is telegraphing the action. 

o If this inconveniences players to the point where they complain, the DM may put Awesome 

Points in the bowl to pay for secrecy. 

 It is helpful to put 1-7 down the side of the dry erase board and mark in when everyone will act. Start 

by putting in the NPCs, then put in the PCs. 

 

Combat Round 
Choose one. Actions resolve in the order listed. 

 

1. Defend or Protect. Both can counter-attack those that successfully hit you in melee combat.  

Counter Attacking Minions. When a group of minions attack, they roll once to attack so the 

defender can roll once to counter-attack—not once for each minion in the group. 

 Defend: Foes are -2 to hit you. (-4 with a shield.) 

 Protect: Attacks in this round that target a chosen friend in your arena attack you instead. 

2. Shoot. Use a ranged weapon to attack someone in your arena or an adjacent arena. Can hold and aim 

to shoot later in the round. 

3. Focus or Impede. Actions that take longer to manage. 

 Focus: Announce what you are starting to do for a focus action; if unharmed by 7, it happens.  

 Impede. Prevent someone from leaving the arena you are both in. Test your Brawn, Cunning, or 

Daring against their Brawn, Cunning, or Daring. (Both sides choose which attribute they’ll use.) 

4. Move. Move from the arena you are in to an adjacent arena.  

 If someone Impeded you, attack them; if you inflict a Wound, you can move normally. 

5. Attack. Attack anyone in your arena. 

6. Push. Move one or more opponents to an adjacent arena. Use your Brawn, Cunning, or Daring, 

against their Brawn, Cunning, or Daring. Each target after the first reduces your roll by 1. Those you 

beat are hurled out of the arena. 

7. Focused Events. Focused actions go off if the focuser is still undamaged. A successfully impeded 

target is Cornered and cannot move next round either. 
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Critical Hit 
 Face Dice. One of the dice rolled to hit is the “face die” and if it comes up a 10 and the character also 

hits, then the attack does +1 Wound. (This may not be a hit to the face, it could be any kind of critical 

hit, but “Face Die” is funny.) 

 

Wounds and Recovery 
 

What is a Wound? 

A “Wound” is the amount of injury it takes to render a normal person unable to fight anymore. 

 

For characters with more than one Wound, or characters who are knocked out, they can regain 1 Wound 

per 10 minutes of rest and attending to the injury. 

 

Down to 0 Wounds—or Less! 
When characters lose their last Wound, roll 1d10, -1 per Wound beyond the character’s maximum. (If the 

character had 1 Wound and took 3, the roll is -2.) 
o 1-6 KO. Knocked out. At the end of the combat, get up and regain a Wound. 

o 7-9 Dying. Bleeding, badly hurt, helpless, (hopefully) unconscious. Without quick medical care, you’ll die. 

o 10-12 Cripple. As “Dying” and even if you do get quick medical help, there’s permanent handicap. 

o 13+ Dead. Bang. You’re dead. 

 

Consequences of “Dying.” 

 You get a cool scar (if you live.) 

 If you roll under your Brawn on 1d10, or get medical help, you can regain consciousness, limp, and 

manage basic movement. You can carry ½ your normal load capacity. 

 You heal back to 1 Wound after 24 hours of complete rest; that may be in 4 increments of 6 hours 

each, but 24 hours of bed rest total. 

 

Consequences of “Cripple.” 

If the result of the roll when the character is downed comes up “Crippled,” roll 1d10 to see what 

permanent damage the character sustains.  

 

After each kind of crippling, a talent shows how the character can compensate at least in part for the 

maiming. These need not be trained, a character can practice to overcome the handicap. They do count as 

cross-template talents.  

 

Crippling (d10)  
 

1. Chronic Pain. Take a -2 penalty to Charm and Brawn. 

 High Pain Threshold. Constant. Reduce penalties to 0 for 10 minutes by spending 1 Awesome 

Point.  

 

2. Lose a Hand. You cannot use one of your hands. 

 Hook Hand. Constant. You can compensate with a prosthetic, so you are -2 to two handed tasks, 

but you can also attach a light weapon or manage many tasks unimpeded.  

 

3. Lose an Eye. All range attacks and Awareness are -2. 

 Gauge Depth. Constant. You can spend 1 Awesome Point to gain +2 to range attacks.  
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4. Lose an Ear. Awareness is -2. 

 Sharp Ear. Constant. You are no longer -2 to Awareness.  

 

5. Lamed. Cut movement to ½, and Daring is -2. 

 Hopalong. Constant. Your movement is no longer ½, as long as you have a prosthetic and/or a 

crutch. You are still -2 to movement over barriers.  

 

6. Smashed Teeth. Charm is -2, breath stinks, must be slow and careful to speak clearly. 

 Charming Slur. Constant. You can compensate for your broken teeth, slurring understandably, 

chewing substances that kill the smell, and keeping your teeth out of sight. You are no longer -2 

Charm.  

 

7. Head Wound. Your thinking slows and moves sideways. Charm and Commitment -2. 

 Whisper of the Gods. Constant. You may not think like other people do, but you work with it, in 

your own weird brain damaged style. Spend 1 Awesome Point to ignore the penalties for 10 

minutes.  

 

8. Broken Chest. Breathing is hard. Brawn and Daring -2. 

 Adrenaline Breath. Constant. You have worked out to the point where you can spend 1 

Awesome Point to ignore the penalties for 10 minutes.  

 

9. Confined. Paralyzed from the waist down. 

 Wheels. Constant. In a wheelchair, can move at ½ movement at -2 Daring (as “Lamed.”)  

 

10. Lose a Limb. 1-3, right arm. 4-6, left arm. 7-9, right leg. 10-12, left leg. Counts as “lose a hand” or “lame.” 
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Basic Systems for Tasks 
 

The DM can decide how difficult something is on the spot, and call for an Attribute roll (which can be 

boosted by Awesome Points) or a blind luck roll (which can’t) to see how the attempt turns out. These 

suggestions are for clarification, not to bind the DM to a single way of working these challenges out. The 

DM is encouraged to be consistent and creative. 

 

Competition and Uncertainty 
 

When characters compete or the outcome is uncertain (outside of combat) roll 1d10. A tie is a win for the 

player character, or if between player characters, an uncertain outcome. 

 Opposed. One attribute against an adversary attribute. Both roll 1d10 modified by attribute. Higher 

win, tie is inconclusive. 

o Save vs. Magic. Commitment is usually used to resist magic effects as an opposed roll. 

 Challenge. One attribute against a difficulty assigned by the DM. Tie is inconclusive. 

 

Difficulty Description 

4 Simple. Routine, normal, everyday. (Usually don’t call for a roll.) 

7 Standard. Challenging, professional level. 

10 Difficult. Complex, unlikely, expert level. 

13 Amazing. Almost impossible, superhuman difficulty. 

16 Epic. Stories should be told about this feat. 

 

Physical Tasks 

 Breaking Down a Door. Those trying to break down a door by kicking it or bashing it with their 

shoulders take 1 Wound per effort; this can be soaked by metal armor. 

 Pickpocketing. Cunning vs. Awareness. If Awareness beats Cunning by 4 or more, the lift is 

prevented. If Awareness beats or ties Cunning, the lift happens but is detected. The DM may make 

the lift more difficult for objects bigger than a palm. 

 Balance. In a high place, test Daring to move. If Daring fails, test Brawn or Cunning not to fall. If 

successful, test Daring to move again. 

 Climbing. Use Brawn, a success moves up or down 1 arena (generally about 6 meters or so.) If Brawn 

fails, test Daring or Cunning, player choice, not to fall. Every 3 meters of falling is 1 Wound, give or 

take. 

 Swimming. Use Brawn, a success moves 1 arena. If Brawn fails, the character only moves ½ arena. A 

character can try to swim for 10 rounds, -1 per load, before needing to rest. Only characters with a 

Brawn bonus know how to swim; others can move ½ arena on a success, and on a failure, begin to 

drown. 

o Drowning. Test Brawn each round of drowning, starting at 3 difficulty, +1 difficulty a round. 

Each failure inflicts 1 Wound. 

 

Social Tasks 

 Deception. Test Cunning against the target’s Cunning or Awareness. Success means the target will 

acknowledge the possibility, success by more than 5 means the target believes you are telling the 

truth. The DM may add difficulty for outrageous or dangerous lies, and reduce difficulty for truth 

mixed artfully in with fiction (or calculated and edited to mislead.) 
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 Inspiration. As a minimum of a focus action, ideally about 10 minutes, one character can inspire 

another by testing Charm. If successful (DM sets the difficulty) the target gets +2 to a Commitment 

roll. 

 Intimidation. If the character did something really cool, this could be a free action that takes place 

during the Defend/Protect phase. If the character must show off, intimidation can be a focus action. 

To scare someone, choose either Brawn, Charm , Commitment, or Daring to test against the target’s 

Brawn, Charm, Commitment, or Daring (target choice). An intimidated target is -2 to all rolls until a 

focus action lets the target shake it off automatically. Either side may get a bonus for superior 

strength or numbers. 
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Stealth Guidance 
 

The purpose of this guidance is not to load the game up with a lot of rules, but instead to offer some 

guidance on ways of handling stealth in Fictive Hack—it is an important element of the genre, 

atmosphere, and specific objectives. 

 

Detection Ranges 

 Those with light sources will only see other light sources and silhouettes beyond the range of their 

light. Their night vision is spoiled by their light. However, they can hear just fine. 

 In general, bright lights and loud voices are detectable from 5 arenas away. Conversation and muted 

lights, from 3 arenas away. Otherwise, adjacent arena. 

 

How to Use Awareness 

 Seeing lights does not require an Awareness test—there they are. 

 Hearing sounds can allow an Awareness test to see if the origin of the sound is clear. 

 The DM will often describe the presence of something, and players will want more information. 

o Looking at it more closely does not have to trigger an Awareness test, the DM can simply 

describe it better. Don’t automatically default to dice. 

o If something is difficult to perceive due to lighting, distance, or other factors, Awareness 

may help determine how much the character can make out. 

 Only roll to get more information if there is some question about whether the 

character’s senses are sharp enough to get more information. 

 

Modifiers 

 If the characters have some kind of advantage, give them up to +5. If they have some kind of 

disadvantage, give them up to -5. Do not consult a table. Stay fair, keep the numbers low, keep the 

action moving 

 If characters look in the place where their quarry is hiding, don’t make a roll—let them find the 

target. If the characters are hiding somewhere, it is poor form to arbitrarily let the searchers find them. 

 

Sneaking 

 Basically, sneaking opposes the stealthy character’s Cunning to the searching character’s Awareness. 

 Don’t call for rolls very often, unless they get positively brazen. 

o One roll should get them past an obstacle. If you call for a roll to approach, a roll to get 

around, and a roll to retreat, the dice will likely sooner or later betray the players and 

you’ll have a chase instead. This discourages attempts at stealth—stealth is vulnerable. 

 If the searching party is unaware of the presence of others, and unsuspecting, as long as the stealthy 

characters’ Cunning is higher than the searchers’ Awareness and there are hiding places, no roll is 

needed. If there is a tie, or if one is higher than the other, go ahead and roll. 

 The DM can feed the Bowl to create circumstances that may interfere with stealth; a tickle in the 

nose, a snake nosing between boot heels, a spider down the neck, a guard has to take a leak, etc. This 

should lead to an opposed roll, not automatic discovery. 

 If someone is hiding from the characters, and the characters state they are looking around, give them a 

roll. Reward good description of character actions by allowing them a chance to spot hidden danger. 

 

Stealth is hard. Dicing for stealth is even harder—the more rolls, the more likely discovery. In general, err 

on the side of the players. Being stealthy and sneaking around is fun, and in most games you can’t get 

away with it. Err on the side of deeper shadows here, and your players will greatly appreciate it. 
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Evasion and Pursuit 

 

Eventually stealthy people get spotted, and a chase ensues. In Fictive Hack, the system is not granular 

enough to measure who is faster, or to account for varying speed because of loads carried. There’s no 

accounting for getting winded by sprinting. Therefore, if one character flees in a straight line, and another 

character follows, the chase could dully proceed forever. No one wants that. Also, chase rules can get 

complicated, and no one wants that either. Here is some advice on running a chase. 

 

Every arena separating quarry and pursuer adds +3 difficulty to Awareness tests to see the other party. 

 

 Transition Points. If visibility is not good for any reason, when quarry moves from one arena to 

another, allow an opposed Cunning and Awareness test to see if the pursuer can keep the quarry in 

sight. Do not tell either party what the other party rolled. 

o Hiding. If the pursuer lost sight of the quarry, the quarry may be well served by 

immediately hiding if out of line of sight, so the pursuers chase on. If the pursuers did not 

lose sight of the quarry, the chase is over right there. 

o Multiple Exits. A pursuer who succeeds in Awareness vs. Cunning may see which way 

the quarry goes if there is more than one possible arena to escape through. If the pursuer 

does not succeed, then the pursuer loses an arena and gets another Awareness vs. 

Cunning test to re-acquire the trail (at -3, for adding an intervening arena). 

o Arena Difficulties to Detection. “Open” is +3 difficulty for the quarry. “Dense” is +3 

difficulty for the pursuer. 

 

 Burst of Effort. If one party wants to pour on the speed and is in the same arena, so it matters, the 

runner can spend 1 Wound to get the edge. The pursuer can spend 1 Wound to gain the opportunity to 

impede, attack, or push. The pursued can spend 1 Wound to negate that opportunity. 

o Bidding War. If both parties spend a Wound, then the pursuer can spend one or more 

Awesome Points. If the pursuer out-spends the quarry, then the pursuer can attempt an 

action. Otherwise, the quarry remains frustratingly out-of-reach. 

 If a character is in a chase with an NPC, the player gets half the Points. 

 

 Obstacles. By racing to hard-to-reach places, the quarry can be harder to pursue. Trying to climb, 

knock over a cart, start a brawl, or involve various other obstacles means the DM assigns a difficulty 

and the quarry tries to hit it. 

o If the quarry fails, the obstacle defeats the character, and the pursuers get an arena closer 

or get to interact with the quarry. 

o If the quarry succeeds and the pursuers fail, the quarry gains an arena’s distance and the 

pursuers must try again or go around. 

o If the quarry succeeds and the pursuers succeed, the obstacle is overcome. 

 

 Range Attacks. “Range” is before “Move” in the combat round, and it can end a chase. The pursuer 

or quarry can stop running for a round and use a range attack. To shoot on the run, spend 1 Awesome 

Point and use only 1d10 to hit. This only works with weapons that could be used while running; not 

bows or slings, but possibly guns or thrown weapons or crossbows. 

 

 Winded. Generally minions can run for 5 rounds, and toughs for 10. Subtract 1 round per load 

carried. Don’t bother winding player characters, let them run their hearts out. NPCs can run longer if 

you want them to. 
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Terror, Horror, Madness 

 

Characters are confronted with awful things in a Gothic fantasy game. Can their minds cope?  

 

 Terror. Characters use Commitment to resist Terror, pitting their conviction in the world as they 

understand it against supernatural mind-bending threats and eldritch forces.  

 Horror. Characters use Daring to resist Horror, drawing on their courage against disgusting, filthy, 

physically threatening or gruesome stimulants.  

 

The DM sets a difficulty, starting at 6 and going up by increments of 3 as the stimulant intensifies. If the 

character has [the appropriate ability x3] then the character is fine; if not, the character loses control.  

Players can spend Awesome Points (1 Awesome Point to add +2 to their score, as though boosting a roll) 

to stay in control of their character.  

 

Losing Control  
If a player agrees to lose control of the character for a round, the player gets an Awesome Point from the 

Stack. If a player agrees to lose control of the character for a scene, the player gets 3 Awesome Points.  

An out-of-control character is freaked out by the situation and unable to think clearly. If the player 

suggests crazed things the character could do, the DM (and other players) can reward that creativity with 

further Awesome Points. The DM decides what the character does, and what happens to the character, 

while freaked out.  

 Possibilities include an habitual swoon, screaming like a girl, dropping what is carried and jumping, 

taking a swing at whatever’s moving, a little pantswetting, losing a grip and falling (if climbing), 

running away, shouting in anger, inflicting self-harm in an effort to escape, and so on. 

 

Madness  
If a character goes through an intensely traumatic situation, the player and the DM can cooperatively 

decide to add madness to the character (both player and DM must consent). This insanity can take various 

forms, and either the DM can accept the player’s suggestion for madness, or choose one without the 

player’s approval. When a character goes insane, the player gets 6 Awesome Points from the Stack.  

 

The DM awards the player an Awesome Point from the Stack when the player role plays the madness for 

the character in a way that amuses the DM or improves the overall tone and flavor of the game. If the DM 

calls for the insane character to do something insane, and the player resists, that’s fine and the player stays 

in control, but it costs the player 1 Awesome Point that does not count towards leveling. The DM can call 

for insane behavior at any time. 

 Possibilities include an addictive personality, black melancholia, changed personality, fear of 

enclosed spaces, fear of the dark, compulsive theft, fixation on the occult, gluttony, rage, insane 

courage, nerves, odious quirks, nightmares, religious mania, self-torture, catatonia, hearing voices, 

and so on. 
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Everybody Else 
 

The characters are mighty and heroic, but they are not alone in the world. Here are the other broad types 

of people and creatures, friend and foe, that exist. 

 

Type Wounds Description Examples 

Swarm 1-5 Little things that fight as a mass. Rats, big bugs, bats, lap dogs 

Minion 1 Normal people, soldiers, skirmishers. Guards, soldiers, people 

Tough 2+ Hardier person, leader, elite soldier. Bandit leader, guard captain 

Monster 3-30+ Any sort of beast or creature. Lots of books on this topic… 

 

Swarms 

Swarms take a single Wound from weapon or bare-handed attacks, but spending 2 Awesome Points can 

allow more Wounds to apply to the swarm (especially with a good description of how.) 

 

Minions 

Minions aren’t skilled or strong enough to get any kind of benefit from weapon types, and they are 

usually not armored. 

 How Minions Fight. Each minion rolls 1d10 to hit; in a group of minions, keep the highest 2 to see 

what the mass’s to-hit is instead of counting each roll individually. The mass, together, does 1 Wound 

unless the DM boosts it to 2 using Awesome Points. They also combine to do a Push action, or a 

Shoot action, etc. Minions can “mob up” into multiple groups for multiple dice pools. 

 Plowing Through Minions. If you are fighting a bunch of minions, you can possibly hit more than 

one if you do more than one Wound. Each one after the first reduces your to-hit by 1 and requires +1 

Awesome Point. You can kill as many in a round as you can manage. 

 The first kill costs 0 Awesome Points. The 2
nd

 costs 1 and is -1 to hit. 3
rd

 costs 2 and is -2 to 

hit. 4
th
 costs 3 and is -3 to hit. 5

th
 costs 4 and is -4 to hit. 

 You can spend 2 Awesome Points to increase damage by 1, and more Awesome Points to 

include another target. 

 When fighting defensively and gaining a counter attack, you get 1 strike against all the 

minions, since they all combine to one roll to hit you. 

 This only works with range attacks if they line up and the DM allows it. 

 

Toughs 

Toughs get the benefit of weapon types and usually have armor, same as characters. They sometimes have 

1 Talent. Giving them shields helps them survive a little longer. 

 

Monsters 

The DM may throw any kind of monster at you, and the rules that apply to you don’t apply to monsters… 

Be careful, anything could happen. 

 

“Skinning” these creatures is important to the feel of the game, but less important to the mechanics. 

Minions may look different, but have the same game mechanics. The same stats for a monster could look 

and feel very different described differently. These rules help improvise foes quickly for pretty simple 

clashes. Armor also makes a big difference in their survivability. 

 

Mix and Match. Mix and match types and you can have lots of different kinds of fights and some 

exciting scenes. 
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Suggestions for Factions 
Hammers 
 Most are minions with heavy armor and heavy weapons, with the occasional tough. Spellcasters 

might be a minion or tough with one or two talents; they need not be character level (but can be). 

 Heroic characters could be a cleric, wizard, or fighter. 

 

Mechanists 
 Most are minions with light armor and light weapons, with the occasional tough. 

 Heroic characters could be mechanic, scholar, or fighter. 

 

Custom Application 

 Mechanics using the “Repair” talent take about 6 hours to repair 1 Wound to a mechanical servitor of 

any kind. Building with the proper facilities, a mechanic can build one in 5 days, -1 day per mechanic 

working on the project. To clean out the furnace and prepare a dampened unit to lurch again takes 1 

hour, as does stoking and refueling a unit. 

 

Pagans 
 Most human pagans are minions, some animalistic toughs, with no armor and light weapons. 

 Heroic characters could be a beastmaster, hunter, wizard, shaman, thief, or tumbler. 

 

 Most are minions with no armor, or minions with armor and light weapons standing guard. 

 Heroic characters could be nobles, duelists, scholars, knights, or fighters. 

 

 Most are minions in medium armor, some toughs. Variously armed. 

 Heroic characters could be fighters. 

 

 Most are minions in no armor, some toughs. Variously armed. 

 Heroic characters could be fighters, scholars, mechanics, thieves, prostitutes, or tumblers. 
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Beastly Foes 
Undead 
These standards apply to all undead. 

 Flash Vulnerability. Those in arms reach of a flashbomb take 3 Wounds, those in the arena take 1. 

 Blessed Water. Inflicts 3 Wounds on undead. Vials can be blessed and thrown like range weapons, or 

the damage spread among targets in melee range with a splash. Water arrowheads can be blessed. 

Undead will not frequent a room with holy energy unless they are attacking. 

 

Types 

Zombie. Minion. No armor. Moves ½ arena per round. Attacks as unarmed, but inflicts 2 Wounds. 

 

Haunt. Tough. Heavy armor. Heavy weapon. Forsworn Hammer corpse, restless and hostile. 

 Terrifying. Constant. Counts as Intimidating with a result of 12 automatically, upon encountering it. 

 

Ghost. Tough. No armor or weapon. Forsworn Hammer wizard, restless and hostile. 

 Maddening. Constant. Recounts its sins, fears, and dark lusts backwards in a frenzy. Audible several 

arenas away (usually). In the same arena, test Commitment or Daring difficulty 12 to act at all. 

 Incorporeal. Constant. Cannot be harmed by non-magical weapons. 

 Mystic Attack. 1 AP. During the Shoot phase, attack any visible target in arena or adjacent arena, 

1d10+5 to hit, inflicting 2 Wounds. 

 

Animals, Monsters 
Burrick. Tough. Medium armor. Bite as light weapon. Bipedal reptilian. 2 meters long, 1.5 meters tall. 

 Gas Breath. 2 AP. It can breathe 3 half arenas full of gas as a focus action. Those in the cloud take 1 

Wound a round automatically, starting with the round the area fills with gas. It lasts for 3 rounds. 

 

Kurshok. Tough. Light armor. Inhuman senses. +5 Brawn. Fish men half again the size of a human. 

 Amphibious. Constant. Can breathe air or water equally well, not penalized to move in water. 

 

Pagan Animal-People. Minion. Armor varies. Weapons vary. Blended with mantis, monkey, rat, etc. 

 Sharp Senses. Up to +5 Awareness, sometimes inhuman senses. 

 

Spiders. Minion. Light armor. Bite as light weapon. The size of a torso, terrifying and nimble. 

 Evasive. Constant. If hit in melee combat, it can dodge the blow if it rolls 7+ on 1d10. 

 

Webspitter Spider. Tough. No armor. Inhuman senses. +3 Awareness. Green spiders the size of a torso. 

 Spit Web. 2 AP. Spit a glob of web at a target as a range attack. If it hits, the target is impeded, with a 

+5 to the web’s roll. The webbing disintegrates at the rate of 2 per round of struggling, 1 per round 

otherwise. 

 

Tree-Thing. 6 Wounds. Heavy armor. Reach and heavy. Cunning & Awareness +3. Inhuman senses. 

Looks like a tree right up until you die. 

 

Troll. 10 Wounds. Medium armor. Reach and heavy. Twice the height of a man, hunched and solid. 

 Darksenses. Inhuman senses, can see in the dark. 
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Viktoria. 8 Wounds. Medium armor. Light. Leadership of the pagans, infused nature spirit. 

 Fast. Constant. It gets +2 on Initiative tests, and can move 2 arenas a round or move and act.  

 Vine-ish Restraint. Constant. Tendrils can restrain targets in the same arena or an adjacent arena. 

There are about 20 vine-equivalents, and each one offers 1d10 towards restraining the target; keep the 

top 2 for the result on an impede test. This is a free attack for the monster. Cornered targets may be 

drawn towards the monster; a move action, or if in the same arena, an attack action.  

 Humanshape. Constant. As a focus action, she can appear to be human. As a free action during the 

move phase, she sheds her form and looks like a monster again.  

 Joined in Death. Constant. When she dies, everyone in her arena must test Commitment difficulty 12 

or they die with her. (This works on machines too, and can have an expanded range if the DM wants.) 

 

Machines 
Servant. Minion. No armor. No weapon. Distracted shell of a person, with a metal mask. 

 

Watching Faces. Minion. Heavy armor. Awareness +5. Metal heads on stalks, looking for intruders. 

 Some are equipped with ranged weapons. 

 

Worker. Minion. Very heavy armor. No weapon. +5 Awareness. Waist high scuttling robots. 

 

Dreadnaught. 10 Wounds. Very heavy armor. Heavy weapon. +5 Awareness. Hulking, waddling tank. 

 Cannon. Can fire every other round as a shoot action. Targets hit take 2 Wounds, at the end of the 

round anything within arm’s reach takes another 2 from the exploding ball. 

 Furnace. At the rear is a furnace plate. It takes a range attack rolling 13+ to hit it when stationary, 

15+ when it is moving. 2 hits to the furnace plate with water will deactivate the Dreadnaught. For 

those trying to put water in by hand, up close, Cunning or Daring difficulty 13 per dose. 

 

Forces 

Animated Statues. 6 Wounds. No armor. Heavy. +2 Awareness, +8 Brawn. 

 Stonework. Ignore the first Wound from any attack, spend Awesome Points to ignore another. 

 

Fire Elemental. Minion. No armor. Light or range. Flying ball of flame the size of a basketball. 

 Energy Being. It cannot be harmed by normal weapons, but it can be put out if hit by water. Senses 

life force on a 7+ on 1d10, regardless of stealth, if within 10 feet or so. 

 

Keeper Enforcers. Tough. Medium armor. Light or range. Silent, with glyph casters and blank masks. 

 Telepathic Communication. Enforcers are in telepathic communication over up to half a mile range. 

 Glyph Casters. They shoot glyphs from special range weapons. The glyphs do 2 Wounds on a hit. 
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Conflict Generator 

 

Here is a quick tool to generate a tension in the city that might need some rebalancing. The tool is 

inspirational; the more effort you put into making seeming contradictions make sense, the more creativity 

the table will require of you. You can also draw inspiration from it. Nothing here is binding, it’s a tool. 

 

Faction 
 

Generate 2-3 factions. (1d2+1) 

Roll 1d10 to identify each—

duplicates are okay. 

 

1. Conservative Hammers 

2. Incumbent Nobility 

3. Corrupt Guards 

4. Disgraced Nobility 

5. Crusading Guards 

6. Liberal Pagans 

7. Incumbent Thief Guild 

8. Innovating Hammers 

9. Conservative Pagans 

10. New Criminal Organization 

Roles of Each Party 
 

Roll 1d10 for each faction’s role. If the factions do not seem in direct 

conflict, then there are individuals within factions that are forcing an 

issue, and the factions are reluctantly involved. Conflicts can also be 

internal. If it doesn’t work, even is aggressor and odd is defender. 

 

1. Aggressor 

2. Defender 

3. Bystander Drawn In 

4. Allied to Those Involved (generate or adapt another faction) 

5. Enemy to Those Involved (generate or adapt another faction) 

6. Relationally Positioned to Mediate 

7. Money Rides on Outcome 

8. Reputation Rides on Outcome 

9. Secretly Encouraging Conflict 

10. Secretly Balancing Power 

 

Focus of the Conflict 
 

Roll 1d10 at least once, up to 3 times, to get a sense 

of what is at stake for the factions, the center of 

disagreement. 

 

1. Taxation 

2. Trade Agreements: Broken 

3. Trade Agreements: Pending 

4. Accusations of Theft 

5. Rumors of a Desirable Object 

6. Personalities Involved: Pride & Ego 

7. Romantic Troubles: Personal 

8. Romantic Troubles: Family 

9. Blasphemy/Unforgiveable Offense 

10. Rumors of Forbidden Practice 

Level of Tension 
 

Roll 1d5 to see how hot the situation has gotten. 

 

1. Grumbling and rhetoric. 

2. Individual clashes, wariness, feelings run high. 

3. High alert, negotiations. 

4. Skirmishes, scouting, preparing for war. 

5. War. 
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Mission Generator 
 

This can be combined with the conflict generator, to give a sense of what motivates this mission. Roll or 

choose, use this however helps you most. 

 

You can roll once for the client, once for the target, 

and once for a complicating faction. Duplicates are 

not only acceptable, they can be entertaining. 

 

1. Nobles 

2. Guards 

3. Hammers 

4. Pagans 

5. Merchants 

6. Criminal Guild 

7. Pirates 

8. City Officials 

9. Foreign Spies (Another city-state, Blackbrook) 

10. Radical branch of (reroll) 

 

You can roll once for each faction generated to see 

how competent this part of the faction is; a highly 

competent group might have a stupid person acting 

out of line, and a generally sloppy group may 

generate a tight confederacy of skilled conspirators.  

 

You can roll once for crime, political savvy, and 

violence for each faction. 

 

1. Downright foolish. 

2. Not very good at this. 

3. Familiar with terms and expectations. 

4. Competent and thoughtful. 

5. Expert. 

 

 

What does your employer plan to do once the mission is over? 

 

2. You disappear, dead and disposed of properly, never seen again. 

3. Stabbed and dumped. Unsolved crime. 

4. Someone else is framed for your murder, to tidy up those loose ends. 

5. You are framed as the fall guy to tidy this whole thing up, and you might have an accident. 

6. Everything blamed on you, let the law sort you out. 

7. Cheap out on the payment as much as seems safe(ish), burn that bridge. 

8. You’ll get your money, but there’s a little thing you have to do first. 

9. Pay you with hot merchandise. 

10. Go into hiding, arrange to never see the characters again (move on if possible.) No payment. 

11. Offer payment, but pretend to be robbed; no payment forthcoming (never actually had it.) 

12. Pay you, never see you again, better for everyone. 

13. Pay you with gems that need to be recut and fenced. 

14. Pay you with in-kind services, shelter, information; whatever is intangible. 

15. Pay you by offering another job that is even more lucrative. 

16. Pay you by offering an arranged marriage that may not be as fantastic as it looks. 

17. Offer payment, but has been robbed; no payment forthcoming (but there is a lead on the thief.) 

18. Pay as agreed, and introduced to some people who may be helpful in the future. 

19. Pay as agreed, and clear a troublesome marker with some third party. 

20. Pay as agreed, and offer steady work from a trustworthy source. 
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Regardless of what the faction is capable of, how 

are they doing with the networking? This can be 

how well the faction is internally connected with 

the rest of the faction, or you can generate another 

faction they’re tied up with through marriage, 

agreements, friendships, etc. 

 

1. Not from around here, not connected at all. 

2. A local nobody. 

3. Someone in a position to hire others. 

4. Known to matter to some people who matter. 

5. Hands off, or it’s over for you. 

 

You can roll once for what the client is offering 

(sometimes to do to one of your enemies, or to 

threaten you) and once for the target (what is 

desired), and possibly once for what the target 

might offer to become the client. In case of a 

duplicate, dice-off to see which deal is better, and 

how much. Or, the reward is cash, 100 x1d10 gold. 

 

1. Cash 

2. Valuables 

3. Blackmail Material 

4. Silence 

5. Death 

6. Better Behavior 

7. Misdirection 

8. Confession 

9. Information 

10. Kidnapping 

 

 

To generate a location for a meet, for a safe-house, for the mission to go down, for the rendezvous 

afterwards; use this to make as many locations as you need. Roll for neighborhood, then location. 

 

 

3. Auldale 

4. Dayport 

5. Docks 

6. Downtowne 

7. Eastport 

8. Hightowne 

9. Newmarket 

10. New Quarter 

11. Old Quarter 

12. Shalebridge 

13. South Quarter 

14. Stonemarket 

15. Wayside 

 

For alternative settings, make your own 

neighborhood chart! 

 

2. Comfortable inn 

3. Seedy tavern 

4. Back ally 

5. Wealthy house 

6. Hammer church 

7. Hidden garden 

8. Abandoned building 

9. Midst a bustling crowd 

10. A shop’s back room 

11. A rooftop 

12. Wine cellar 

13. Public building 

14. Apartment 

15. Tunnels underground 

16. Outbuilding of overgrown estate 

17. Stable 

18. Burial ground 

19. In a coach 

20. By a small shrine 
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Rare Treasures 
 

In most games, magical treasures increase a character’s ability to do something; in Thief, the treasures are 

mainly things that collectors and cultists want. The more magic an item has, the more difficult it is likely 

to be (for one reason or another.) Here are 5 rare objects for each faction that might attract attention. All 

of them are priceless, in the best and the worst sense of the word. Points below each treasure have 

suggestions for getting the treasure in play. 

 

Hammers 

1. St. Adrian’s Mold. This heavy key-mold was a prototype, and it made the key to the Spire of Doctrine 

(full of heretical texts and materials, site of the most intense interrogations, prison for the most 

dangerous surviving heretics). To the Hammerites, it represents suppression of heretical thought. It is 

in the Markravia foundry, hidden in the catacombs below. 

 The Spire has dozens, maybe hundreds of locks since then. But the mystical properties of a 

key made by the Mold are rumored to form a “master key” that defeats all the locks and traps. 

 The rumor started because a thief, Ketchwyn, successfully made a master key and planned a 

break-in. She was caught by Hammers, and her slow death is a thing of legend—so she must 

have been successful. 

 Rennovations in the Urmach Forge may allow someone to get through normally tight security 

to go through the vault there and find Ketchwyn’s key in all the confiscated goods. 

2. Croya’s Hammerhead. Croya was martyred for staying true to the Builder during the Third Apostasy. 

He would not deny the Builder, so his hammer was heated red-hot and he was forced to hold it. The 

hammerhead has the seared outline of the bones in his hands. This relic brings major prestige to the 

Southchurch Cathedral. 

 Rumor suggests that the Architect 400 years ago, Yerial, used the Hammerhead during 

séances to compel the spirits of the dead to be truthful or to suffer searing pain. 

 The Hammerhead was returned to the City after monks experimenting with it at the Tannrou 

Monastery to the north released some power from it that rendered the dead in its sprawling 

catacombs restless. 

3. Stain of Zuchard. The wine bottle is over 1,200 years old, and it has within it the gummy residue of 

the blood of Zuchard, a schismatic who taught that the Builder was just one of many gods. The 

Architect at the time swore that so long as that blood was not dry, Zuchard would writhe and suffer. 

The Stain is on display at the Chamber of Wonders below the Zellmark Church. 

 Some pagans believe that the Hammerites accidentally created undead in the first place, using 

Zuchard. If he is indeed still suffering, he could be an undead of enormous power with a 

grudge against Hammerites, if he could be found and freed. The Stain could show the way. 

 Some Hammers believe the Stain is what gives the Hammers power against the undead, and 

if it were lost they would no longer be able to bless water and weapons to fight them. The 

pagans want it—very much—to test the theory. 

 Some Hammers suspect if the Stain were destroyed, the undead curse would fade with time; 

they believe the pride of the Builder is secondary in this case to the curse of the Undead, and 

they would very much like to see the Stain destroyed. 
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 One scholar breathed a theory that Zuchard’s temporary escape caused the disaster in the 

Sealed Section of the Old Quarter, and that he was imprisoned there again to contain it. That 

scholar didn’t make it through the month before he vanished mysteriously. 

4. Confessor’s Hood. Made of rough burlap, it was restored and sheathed in silk after it assisted 

interrogators in getting over 500 confessions from heretics in the bloodiest six months of the Rakweld 

Purge, blessed by the Builder and refusing to disintegrate as all the other hoods had. It honors the 

Builder chapel in Pavelock Prison. 

 Pavelock Prison has had high turnover of guards in the last few months, and now the Baron’s 

personal guards are present there. Rumors are spreading that the dead are restless in Pavelock 

in increasing numbers, and that the darkness there whispers. That something wants that 

hood—or wants out of it. There are rumors that the Hood is to be moved to Cragscleft, and 

that would be the perfect time to acquire it in transit. 

 Weprian the Confessor ran the interrogations in the Rakweld Purge, until he came under 

suspicion. One legend is that he died in the hood, and it is his spirit that kept it together. His 

family fell out of fortune, but has just recently had a windfall, and is again popular. They 

have been known to discuss the Hood with the Hammers, who do not want to let it go. 

5. The Builder’s Hand. The shining bell tower of Hemroch once stood proudly in what is now the 

Sealed Section of the Old Quarter. During the disaster, it fell. Legend states the Mason in charge of 

the bell tower defended its remains by tearing the minute hand from the clock face—a massive 

weapon. The Builder Himself imbued it with emergency powers, and all undead it touched were 

turned to dust instantly. Because of the massive casualties inflicted by the Hand, the undead were 

contained by the walls instead of flowing through the whole city. It was never recovered. 

 A now-missing scholar suggested that the Builder’s Hand might be what is keeping Zuchard 

restrained in the ruin of the Sealed Section, though it cannot destroy him. 

 

Mechanists 

1. The Architect’s Millgear. During the Evidaar Purge, heretics were tied to the gear and given a 

measured time to confess; those who failed to do so had a limb ground between two vast gears. The 

heretics got the Millgear and melted it down, but one of the Faithful rescued a single cog. It has been 

fashioned into the keystone of the Penitent Gate of Fallowdug Seminary. 

 The Penitent Gate is being restored, and it is heavily guarded. If a distraction could be 

arranged, the Millgear could be pried loose. A fence has noted he’d offer 1,000 gold for it. 

2. Nucremarian Stencil. When the Hammerite church was persecuted, Nucremar stenciled safe-house 

marks in a gear shape on various places in the city, hiding wealth and theological works where they 

would be safe. His stencil was recovered after the authorities were finished with his lengthy 

execution, and remains a reminder of harder times and the faith they forged. It is worked into the 

Architect’s expensive hat. 

 The back of the stencil is etched in elaborate geometric code. If the code can be broken, it 

will reveal where some of the dangerous secrets and treasures are hidden. The Hammers 

apparently can’t break it—or won’t? 

 The stencil is also a key to a complex gearwork lock of a vault beneath some noble’s house, 

and within—well, legends vary, but it may be the Hammer of the Eclipse. 

3. The Tevritch Lens. This set of goggles involves 13 lenses of different tints and grindings. When worn, 

it allows the wearer to see different kinds of energy; elemental, magical, undead, even the specific life 
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energy of a single target. At least, that’s the legend. Baron Alvass confiscated it about 150 years ago, 

using it to search for treasures under the sea. His ship was lost in a storm, the Lens with it. 

 Unless it wasn’t. His wife was quite well off, and the Baroness had an estate on an island 

with tight security. Former staff, quite disgruntled, hinted the Lens might still be there—but 

died before sharing details or guidance on how to get it. 

 Everyone on the island disappeared over the course of a week or so; the supply ship saw the 

place normal, and the next week, everyone gone. What could have happened? Where could 

they have gone? Did something supernatural happen? The Baron declared the estate off 

limits, so no one can even investigate. Why would he do that? 

4. Ribditch’s Heretical Lightning Machine. A scholar, Ribditch, worked with some radical Mechanists 

trying to create a healing device using the living energy of electricity about 20 years ago. Their partial 

successes created energetic corpses that gleefully hosted Trickster energies and went on a killing 

spree. The machine was broken down, crated up, and given to the Baron by Ribditch before the 

Hammers caught up to him, and he was granted asylum; the Mechanists working with him were 

punished instead. No one knows where the crated up machine is, or what else it can do. 

 Ribditch is still alive, on one of the islands. He has been in contact with the Seminary. Might 

he be making another machine? 

5. The Gearsaw Scepter. A symbol of the Builder’s favor for the Mechanist order when it was founded 

25 years ago, this scepter has interlocking gears perpendicular to each other in the head, on the end of 

a stave. The gears could be activated to whir like a saw, bashing and sawing through whatever was in 

their path. The Great Ophurian was the last to have it, and when it disappeared Karras rose to power. 

Some suspect Karras hid it somewhere. Were it returned, it would show that while the Builder did not 

bless Karras, he still blesses the Mechanists. 

 One survivor of the Mechanist power coup is rumored to have whispered on his deathbed that 

the scepter is hidden in the Soulforge Cathedral, but the only key to open the vault is within 

the mask of a child-like servant Karras built for himself (last seen in Angelwatch.) 

 

Pagans 

1. The Centaur Lord. A powerful shaman, Eskitaar, was captured by the Hammerites then drawn and 

quartered. His followers managed to collect most of the bones of his upper half, though all from the 

pelvis down were destroyed. A prophecy whispers that if all his upper bones can be collected, and a 

ritual performed to cut the head and neck off a magnificent horse and place his bones in a copper 

wireframe on the dying torso, he will rise as the Centaur Lord refleshed. Rumors suggest they are 

only missing a few teeth and finger bones. 

 There may be reason to suspect that several of the bones were put in reliquaries now held 

by churches and pious nobility in town; what they revere is not the bones of saints as they 

were led to believe, but instead prisons to make sure Eskitaar never rises again. 

2. Davidak Root. The legend says the Woodsie Lord made a tree that could not be cut down, then 

breathed life into it and sent it into the City. When the Hammers battered it down with hammers, not 

axes, they managed to burn all of it but one root that they took and encased in metal then put in a 

stone room so it would never touch the earth again. The legend also says splinters from the tree grew 

into the pagan tree monsters of the modern age. 

 A pagan shaman has put considerable effort into finding this root, and now thinks it is in 

one of the stone coffins under the Fallowdug Seminary. 

3. The Thirster Double-Press. One of the dark gods of the pagan religion inspired this invention upon 

the rise of the Hammers in defending the cancer of urban encroachment into the woods. Using some 
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of the mechanical genius of captured Hammer engineers, this “wine press” uses slaves lashed to a 

windlass to turn double screws; an Archimedes screw pressing grapes against the wall of the press on 

one basket press, and pressing meat against the wall of the press on the other basket press. The blood 

and wine flow together into a mixture the dark god quaffed. When the forest was raided, prisoners 

tracked back to the atrocious scene, the pagans held the Hammers off long enough to disassemble the 

Double-Press and spirit it off into the woods. Legend says only the two Archemedes screws survived, 

and that the Hammers have one of them hidden. 

 A pagan agent believes if the Double-Press is re-assembled and used, then its magic will 

allow whoever drinks the gory mix to become the avatar of the Thirster. 

4. Scurry-Bite Mantle. In the distant past, a nameless forest god fought back against cities by filling 

them with his children—rats. One rose up that was vast, the godling himself guiding his children. He 

was slain in the dark by some unknown power. However, his children retrieved his corpse, and if one 

of his worshipers wears the skull as a helm, with a patch-work of ratskins, they can sense and control 

rats. Possibly, over time, even assume the form of one.  

 Spying difficulties would be greatly eased with an army of rat eyes and ears. The pagans 

of the docks are sniffing around for the skull, and there are rumors they’ve already made 

a mantle of rat skins for when it is found. 

 Lord Harriwell died, and the division of his estate was dramatically halted; family 

members are livid, and the Baron himself got involved. Rumor has it that the flap is about 

the trophy room, with its exotic mounted heads and such. What if he somehow got and/or 

hid the giant rat skull in his collection? Could he have known what it was? 

5. Quickening Scepter. A twisted knot of wood on the end of a staff—unimpressive. Until you focus on 

it, and it awakens the forest around you to attack what targets you identify. Turn plants into spies, 

heal damage done to greenery, spur ridiculous growth in the blink of an eye—this staff represents the 

true power of the living world. It was snapped in two by the First Architect in the battle over the 

Foundation, or the future site of where the City now stands. Half of it was destroyed. But half 

survived, buried somewhere in the woods until it could grow its strength back. The time may be near. 

 It would have been buried in the wilderness far from the battle—but probably still within 

the City’s current sprawl. Pagan agents are combing a neighborhood searching for a 

special tree, one with pentagram markings in the leaves. 

 

 

Link Library 
 

 Here is a great site for “all things Thief.” http://thief.wikia.com/wiki/Thief:_The_Dark_Wiki 

 Cool fan history of the world. http://www.thief-thecircle.com/thiefworldmap/history.htm 

 Maps! You need maps. http://www.thief-thecircle.com/thiefworldmap/ 

 

 Need a quick tavern? http://chaoticshiny.com/taverngen.php 

 You’ll have lots of people to name. http://chaoticshiny.com/namegen.php 

 Want a more diversified adventure generator? 

http://fictivefantasies.files.wordpress.com/2011/08/random-adventure-generator1.pdf 

 

  

http://thief.wikia.com/wiki/Thief:_The_Dark_Wiki
http://www.thief-thecircle.com/thiefworldmap/history.htm
http://www.thief-thecircle.com/thiefworldmap/
http://chaoticshiny.com/taverngen.php
http://chaoticshiny.com/namegen.php
http://fictivefantasies.files.wordpress.com/2011/08/random-adventure-generator1.pdf
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Integrating With Other Settings 
 

Vornheim
1
 

This city kit has tools for generating nobles and relationships, managing neighborhoods and landmarks, 

and finding things in the city. To use Vornheim with no adaptation, switch the Hammers out for clerics of 

Vorn, and make the pagans the wild snow elves and allied fey, then stick the Keepers in there with a low 

profile. All the best stuff in the book is system neutral, though you’ll need a diversity of dice. 

 

The World Between
2
 

The City can be an independent city in the Iron Principalities on the southern coast, north of the Isles of 

Unparalleled Liberty. The Hammers can be a specialized order of the Church of the Lady of the White 

Way, dedicated to one of her saints. As for the pagans, there are minor nature gods all over (most 

powerfully in the Shae Isle and the Scavenger Lands, but no reason they can’t be here...) It is no stretch to 

have the nobility fit there, as the Germanic/Italian/Greek influence converging on that area is well 

matched to the flavors in the Thief game.  

 

The biggest difference would be to tone down the fantastic elements to let the picaresque grit well up, and 

that’s easily done. Alternatively, you could take the “Thief” contextual picture and start drawing in the 

margins, upping the fantastic interpretation of the source material. 

 

All the events referenced in the Thief games are really locally focused, but eras can be tied to the world 

history of the World Between.
3
 The disaster in the Old Quarter could have been the Deathfleet attack a 

thousand years ago, leaving an unhealed scar. Various upwellings of pagan energy could be connected to 

strengthening the Veil, or the War Below. The primitive ruins under the city could be from the era of the 

Second Crusade. 

 

Fantasy races could easily be downplayed by the harsh and violent conditions of the Iron Principalities 

discouraging overland travel, the rigors of sea trade through pirate waters dampening the exploratory 

spirit, and finally the intolerance of the Hammers (who are thoroughly anti-inhuman) driving off the few 

brave souls left. The Hammers and Pagan faithful would also contribute to weeding out any demonic 

influence in the city (though there is still enough left to have fun with whatever storyline you want to 

pursue.) In short, the city is isolated enough for you to inflect and shape it so it fits in the World Between 

as well as you want it to. 

 

Setine, City of Roses
4
 

 

This charming setting by Paul Hughes is a city with neighborhoods, opportunities, and challenges of a 

tone similar to those in Thief. It would be a great adaptation. 

 

Regardless what setting you use, it will be helpful to think about what starting languages are available 

before people start making characters.  

                                                           
1
 http://www.lotfp.com/store/index.php?route=product/product&product_id=67 

2
 Jack Shear created this setting. Here is his compendium: 

http://talesofthegrotesqueanddungeonesque.blogspot.com/2012/05/gothic-fantasy-compendium-in-softcover.html 

Here is his blog: http://talesofthegrotesqueanddungeonesque.blogspot.com/2012/04/release-compendium.html 

Here is the Fictive Hack material for the World Between: http://fictivefantasies.wordpress.com/fictive-hack/ 
3
 http://fictivefantasies.files.wordpress.com/2011/08/history-of-the-world-between.pdf 

4
 Map is here:  http://blogofholding.com/?p=2732. Description is here: http://blogofholding.com/?p=2643  

http://www.lotfp.com/store/index.php?route=product/product&product_id=67
http://talesofthegrotesqueanddungeonesque.blogspot.com/2012/05/gothic-fantasy-compendium-in-softcover.html
http://talesofthegrotesqueanddungeonesque.blogspot.com/2012/04/release-compendium.html
http://fictivefantasies.wordpress.com/fictive-hack/
http://fictivefantasies.files.wordpress.com/2011/08/history-of-the-world-between.pdf
http://blogofholding.com/?p=2732
http://blogofholding.com/?p=2643
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Thief: The Role Playing Game 
 

Name  Age  Player  

Description  

Reason for Adventuring  

Scars  

Languages  Base Template  

Arts and Music   Overlay Template?  

 

Inherent Ability  

Inherent Ability  

 

Level  Awesome Points spent this level   Current APs  

 

Attributes Description Extra Usefulness 

 Awareness Alertness, perception, insight Notice things. Starting languages 

 Brawn Size, physical intimidation Carry heavy objects, wear armor 

 Charm Likeability, leadership, social insight Persuasion, inspiration, intimidation 

 Commitment Devotion, intensity, stubbornness Strength of will, magic resistance 

 Cunning Trickery, sneakiness, theft Lying and stealth 

 Daring Courage, reflexes, managing risk Reflexive dodging 

 

Talents 
Name Template Type Description 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

 

Wounds (    ) 
             

 

1-6 KO, 7-9 Dying 

10-12 Cripple, 13+ Dead 

Weapons, Shield, Armor 
  

 

Treasure and Equipment 
Gold: 

Silver: 

Copper: 

 

Backgrounds, Codes of Honor, Secrets, Notes (continued on back):  
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Melee Weapons 

Type Damage Description +in this Arena 

Light 1 To hit, roll 3d10 instead of 2d10, ignore the lowest. Tight 
Reach 1 Spend 1 Awesome Point to make an attack -2 to hit. Hazardous 
Ranged 1 Attack earlier, and adjacent arenas also. (target in) Open 
Heavy 2 Big, so they do more damage. Dense 
Very Heavy 3 Huge, no shield, ignore the first Wound armor soaks. 

Unarmed 1d10 to hit, 1 AP to add an attribute to the roll, do 1 Wound, only KO target. (AP can raise dmg.) 
 

Ranged Weapons     All roll 2d10 to hit, and get +2 to hit if the target is in an open arena. 

Type Damage Description Reload Rate 

Light 1 Sling, knife, axe, light crossbow, shortbow, javelin. 1 action to ready, load, shoot. 

Heavy 2 Longbow, spear. 1 action to ready, load, shoot. 

Very Heavy 3 Heavy crossbow. Focus action reload. 

All ranged weapons can attack in the same arena or an adjacent arena. 

 Aimed. Shooting as a focus action, a shortbow or longbow can shoot targets 1 arena away per Brawn. 

 Shortbows have a maximum range of 4 arenas away, longbows a maximum of 8 arenas away. 

 Move and Shoot. Spend 1 AP to do a ranged attack while moving. Roll 1d10 to hit. 
 

Armor 
ATTACK ROLL Super Heavy Heavy Medium Light No Armor 

20+ Full Damage Full Damage Full Damage Full Damage Full Damage 

 
2 AP from Stack 

for fighting 

unarmored 

17-19 -1 Wound 

14-16 -2 Wounds -1 Wound 

11-13 -3 Wounds -2 Wounds -1 Wound 

8-10 -4 Wounds -3 Wounds -2 Wounds -1 Wound 

1-7 Miss Miss Miss Miss Miss 

Cunning Penalty -6 -4 -2   

Encumbrance 3 loads 2 loads 1 load   

Description Full plate Chain & plate Chain Leather Clothes 
 

Combat Round 
 

8. Defend or Protect. Both can counter-attack those that successfully hit you in melee combat.  

Counter Attacking Minions. Roll once to counter-attack a whole group of minions, not for each. 

 Defend: Foes are -2 to hit you. (-4 with a shield.) 

 Protect: Attacks in this round that target a chosen friend in your arena attack you instead. 

9. Shoot. Attack with a ranged weapon, in your arena or an adjacent arena. Hold and aim to shoot later. 

10. Focus or Impede. Actions that take longer to manage. 

 Focus: Announce what you are starting to do for a focus action; if unharmed by 7, it happens.  

 Impede. Use Brawn, Cunning, or Daring against the target’s Brawn, Cunning, or Daring to prevent 

someone from leaving the arena you are both in. Both sides choose their attribute. 

11. Move. Move from the arena you are in to an adjacent arena.  

 If someone Impeded you, attack them; if you inflict a Wound, you can move normally. 

12. Attack. Attack anyone in your arena. 

13. Push. Use Brawn, Cunning, or Daring against the target’s Brawn, Cunning, or Daring to move one or more 

opponents to an adjacent arena. Each target after the first reduces your roll by 1. Both sides choose attribute. 

14. Focused Events. Focused actions activate. An target is Cornered and cannot move next round either. 

 

 


